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E2,j
Ethernet Audio Done Right

MEET THE SQUARE
The Wheatstone E2 (E SQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It

just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability.

SQUARES are totally scalable: use one as a standalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have a standalone digital snake. Add a fanfree mix engine and
build yourself a studio using analog and digital I/O SQUAREs.

All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed intel-
ligence replicates all configuration data to every unit.
Profanity delay and silence detection are done in the
SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (w/automation protocol)
-it's in there; all with real front panel meters, 32
character status indicators and SNMP capability.

88E DIGITAL ENGINE: Just plug an E -SERIES control surface or GLASS E
computer interface into this engine and get all the mixes, mic and signal
processing you need. Fanfree, so it can stay in the studio where it belongs.

Because the E2 system doesn't rely on a third party
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). Like-
wise, system operation doesn't require external PCs for
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1 Gigabit protocol

eliminates the latency and channel capacity
restrictions associated with older technology.

E -SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT!

Studio 1

E -SERIES
control surface
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88D I/0: 8 dig tal inpu: . one monitor and meter
any of the SQUARE'S inputs or outputs in real time. The 32 character
display gives you all the information you need about your audio and
system conf guration. And because you can operate in either 8 -channel
stereo or 16 -channel mono mode, 16 channels of metering are provided.

88A I/O: 8 ana.og inputs and outputs. You can bring a new SQUARE up in
seconds and of course use the front panel encoder for your X -Y control.
Front panel status LEDs give you continuous link, status, and bit rate
information as well as confirmation of any GPIO activation.

88AD I/O: 4 analog plus 4 digital inputs and outputs-perfect for small
studios or standalone routing.

CAB: MIMS' §2111111111M 'SWIM OnlilIN
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88 I/O CONNECTIONS: E- has both DB-25s for punchblock interface and
RJ-45s for point-to-point interface. All SQUAREs have 12 individually con-
figurable opto-isolated logic ports that can be either inputs or outputs.

STUDIOS DONE EASY!
digital engine

8x8 I/O
-->

16x16 I/O
-->

standard
layer 3

Ethernet
switch

8x8 I/O

digital engine

I/O8x8

111/14-Netcaterctint_-www.wheatstone.com



EXCLUSIVE BUNDLE OFFER!

audiotechnica.
AT -3035 Microphone &
ATH-M20 Headphones
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Thousands
of people across America use Tieline codecs

for remote broadcasts every day.

Ili The broadcast was wonderful
- Tieline's wireless 3G provided all
the benefits of a remote pickup
unit with bidirectional audio paths,
and a communications circuit. IJ

Marcus Xenakis,
Director of Engineering and IT,
Clear Channel Radio in Philadelphia

Watch a live wireless video demo right now
www.tieline.com/videos

Tielind1111
www.tieline.corn -01
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Currents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

SBE Elects Officers and Directors
Re-elected as the society's president is Barry Thomas, CPBE CBNT, vice president of engineering for
Radio Lincoln Financial Media, Atlanta.

FCC Ponders HD Radio for Sat Radio
Should all sat radio receivers have HD Radio? Should all HD Radio have sat rad o?

Wheatstone Promotes Tyler to Director of Sales
Tyler joined Wheatstone is 1996 as sales manager for the Audioarts Engineering product line.

BW Acquires Danagger Audio Works
BW takes over production of the Plan B while designer Rob Robson continues to service in -use products.

Dielectric Hosts Third Annual FM Engineering Conference
The event provided an opportunity for radio executives from around the nation to gather together and study new technolo-
gies and concepts in radio broadcasting.

AES Historical Events Trace Audio Evolution
The 125th AES Convention will be held in San Francisco at the Moscone Center Oct. 2-5, 2008.

NAB Radio Show Session Addresses Copper Theft
The Sept. 19 session at the NAB Radio Show discusses ways broadcasters can work with law enforcement officials and

local communities to protect their facilities.

Find the mic
and win!

Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Heil Sound.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2008.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -40.

11110 radio@penton.com

nter by October 10.
Send your entry to

Include your name, mailing address and phone number.

NEILslum
www.heilsound.com

No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to
RadioMagOnline.com.

Site Features
A New Online Look

RadioMagOnline.com has a new look! All the great informa-
tion you want is still there, plus we have added new features
and new functions. Pus, it's easier than ever to find the
resources you want.

Radio magazine Excellence Awards
Has your station redesigned its facilities in the last year? We
want to recognize your talents, and the talents of integrators
and studio designers with the first -ever Radio magazine Excel-
lence Awards.

Industry Events
The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists upcoming
conventions and conferences. Send news of your events to us.

Industry Links
Schools, museums, associations and more.

Digital Radio Update Twice a Month
Stay up to date with the source of digital audio broadcasting
news and information. The coverage extends to DRM, satellite
radio and more. Subscribe today.

Advertiser Links
Web links to the advertisers in the September issue.
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Internal pop filter

High output dynamic capsule

Internal shock mounting

RCIDE's 10 Year Warranty

Robust, all metal construction

Balanced, low impedance output

Dynamic Microphone
The RODE Prccaster is a professional broadcast
quality dynarric microphone, specifically designed
to offer no-comprimise performance for voice
applications in 'he broadcast environment.

Featuring -a tight polar pattern and tailored -for -
voice frecpency response, the Procaster is perfect
for every application where a great sounding,
rugged miaophone with superior ambient noise
rejection is demanded.

And lil.e all other RODE mics it has an industry
leading '0 year warranty.

Ask your local RODE dealer for more information
on the Procaster or visit
wwwrodemic.com/procast
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STL white spaces?
Apparently so.

The digital rollout in radio is in full force, and will be covered in plenty
of sessions at the NAB Radio Show and AES convention. And while
HD Radio is the obvious leader, there are occasional blips from FM

Extra still on the radar. So as we in radio move carefully along with our rollout,
our TV brethren are hard at work ensuring that they are ready for their February
deadline. The next five months will move very fast for them.

The TV transition causes ripples that extend far beyond a TV station's concern.
Because the frequencies in the 700MHz band are being auctioned for new
uses, these frequencies will no longer be available for auxiliary uses, such

as wireless mics. This was further reinforced by
the FCC's recent ruling to ban wireless mic use in
this spectrum. Other TV bands are also at risk of
new interference as attention turns to use of the
so-called TV white spaces.

All this activity is forcing wireless mic users
on a scavenger hunt for new spectrum. Unfortu-
nately, it looks like radio could see a new threat
of potential interference. This time, the threat is
aimed at your STL.

Location Sound, an installer and vendor of
pro audio production equipment, featured an
article in its summer/fall 2008 newsletter about
a new-found band that has nothing to do with
TV or the DTV transition. The article also calls this
particular spectrum wide-open and available for
production use.

Where is this panacea of spectrum? It's hiding
between 944MHz and 952MHz. How fortunate
for wireless mic users that this piece of RF real
estate is just waiting to be used.

The newsletter mentions that Lectrosonics, Shure
and Sennheiser sell equipment for use in this band,
but the company also notes that "this band is al-
lowed for production use under the same regula-
tions as the regular UHF wireless microphones."
Since most non -broadcast wireless mic users
have no knowledge of FCC rules, saying that the
950MHz mics fall under the usage guidelines asWhat's your opinion? Send it to

radioeRadioMagOnline.corn other mics is a misleading statement.

As read the article, the claims of "no TV chan-
nels operating in this band" made me shake my
head. But when I read, "In some areas, it is used
as a station -to -transmitter [sic] link; however, with
most stations using a fiber optic line for the link, the
spectrum often goes unused," I was stunned.

Location Sound is using the band for wireless
mics at a venue in the Universal Studios theme
park. The newsletter continued, "An area scan
in the 944 block showed it to be almost com-
pletely open. We could not believe it!" I can't
believe it either.

The FCC database lists 82 licensed paths in use
in Los Angeles. From the ground, STL and other
links may not be so visible on whatever scanner
the company used.

The Society of Broadcast Engineers has taken
note of this use, and I expect something will be
filed to protect the broadcast auxiliary services users
trying to share the heavily congested 944MHz
- 952MHz space. If you have experienced any
interference with your STL or other link in this band,
I hope you'll contact your nearest FCC field office
and the SBE.

p

Want to read the
newsletter?

www.locationsound.com/pdf/
Newsletter. pdf
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Impossible Remote?
Nah...You've Got ACCESS!

Cape Town's Heart 104.9FM's hot new
ACCESS opens new horizons!

I 04.9FM DJ Koketso Sochane doing
ti um the streets of Cape Town.

Top: Saskia Folken, Heart 104.9FM Mid Morning
Mix host broadcasting from Table Mountain

With ACCESS, Heart 104.9FM left its

competition literally standing still by offer-

ing innovative, superb sounding remote

broadcasts that kept listeners (and ad-

vertisers) coming back for more. Wheth-

er it was from a sailing yacht, from the

top of majestic Table Mountain or from

the vibrant streets of downtown Cape

Town, ACCESS always delivered with its

winning combination of pristine audio

and ease of use.

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over

DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite,

POTS (yep, ACCESS is a full featured

POTS cocec and works seamlessly with

Matrix, Vector and Bluebox)-plus some services you may not have even heard of. Given the

challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in real

time over most available IP connections.

Contact Comrex today and find out how ACCESS can help you open up your new

horizons- wherever you are!

Put Comrex On The Line.
OAS In MY

ANCCSS
NEW from COMREX:

IREPRI9ALFivk AAC-ELD

Two new options to enhance your ACCESS:
BRIC Traversal Server makes IP connections
a snap by automatically syncing with your
buddy list.

The AAC-ELD option offers exceptionally high
quality, low latency audio. Contact Comrex for
more info

19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: +1-978-784-1776  Fax: +1-978-784-1717  Toll Free: 800-237-1776 www.comrex.com  e-mail: info@comrex.com
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Ground systems
The average ground system is quiet, dependable and retiring, perform-
ing its work efficiently, without demand for attention. Unfortunately,
too many stations try to economize when installing or maintaining

ground systems.

AM operation is generally based on ground wave coverage, although skywave
coverage is often desired and implemented intentionally. The single vertical dipole
tower around 90 degrees in height is the most popular AM radiator. When oper-
ated over the best achievable low -resistance ground system it is very efficient, with
the phrase "low -resistance ground system" being the crux of the operation.

The most efficient operation of a vertical radiator
requires mounting over a perfectly conducting plane
surface. This is rarely achievable even with very
low -loss conductors in the ground and high ground
conductivity. Dry, sandy or rocky soil is generally the
least satisfactory. Antennas mounted over bodies
of water are not necessarily as effective: Water
levels can vary and affect the effective length of
the antennas. Pure fresh water does not conduct
as well as saltwater.

N:r c
Tower 1 Tower 2

Figure 1. A typical two -tower array layout. The
heavy lines between the towers and transmitter
are 4" copper straps.

Standards
To provide a workable technical standard for

comparison of proposed operations, and achiev-
able results, the FCC developed basic minimum
ground system specifications involving a specified
minimum resistance factor. For years the the FCC's
minimum requirement for a ground system has been
120 buried radials each one -quarter wavelength
long, spaced 3 degrees apart around each tower

By John Battison,
PE., technical editor, RF

base. The ground wires should be 8 -gauge cop-
per, sometimes Copperweld is used. Usually the
radial array is buried about 8" below the surface
of the ground. Any deviation from this is usually
noted on the construction permit requiring a proof
of measured radiation efficiency after construction
is completed. In the 1980s the FCC began to
adopr and conform to some of the regulations of
the CCIR for the North American region.

More recently, shortage of available land and
building restrictions have led to more exotic antenna
and ground systems, and above -ground, elevated
radials are not uncommon. Unfortunately, the large
increases in copper prices have led to vandalism
and thefts of ground system wire and copper.

Not just copper in the ground
Figure 1 illustrates a typical two -tower DA ground

system. A buried copper strap connects the two
tower bases. The 120 radials around the base of
each tower are each the some length as the height
of the tower. These radials will intersect midway
between the two towers, and at this point a buried
copper strap (at right angles to the copper strap
joining the two towers) is brazed or hard -soldered
to the intersection points. The intersecting radials
need be no longer than the distance from an
individual tower to the intersection point.

Soh lead tin solder should never be used. It

disintegrates under earth chemicals and leads
to disconnected radials and copper straps, and
unexpected low efficiency.

In some cases, especially in very sandy or low
conductivity soil, an expanded copper screen may
be buried at the base of the tower. Squares of cop-
per screen 24'x24' or 48'x48' (standard screen
widths} are commonly used depending on ground
conductivity and transmitter power.

An alternative to expanded copper ground
screens is to bury 120 short, 50' radials inter-
spersed at 3 -degree intervals between the long
radials. This also provides greatly improved low
conductivity paths for the antenna current's return.
Sometimes the ends of these short radials are com-
prised of copper strap forming a circle around the
tower base. This is not essential, but it is helpful
in low -conductivity areas. There is very little to be
gained by running a copper strap around the ends
of the long radials because normally the current
at that point is quite low.

10 September 2008
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From the transmitter
A buried copper strap should run from the trans-

mitter to each individual tower. To save money,
this strap connection is sometimes omitted and the
outer conductor of the transmission line is used
as the return path for the antenna current. A flat
copper strap has nominally very little inductance
while a round transmission line outer conductor
can have appreciable inductance. This strap
should go directly to the base of the tower and
be brazed to the copper straps on the four sides
of the tower base.

Figure 2 shows a doghouse located within the
tower fence. A copper strap should be run around
the base of the building and connected by another
copper strop to the ground ring around the tower
base. Radials should originate at this ring, be
brazed to this doghouse strap and continue out
from the other side of the doghouse. Maintaining
continuity is very important in this.

Metal fences around the tower base are far
more satisfactory than wooden fences. Wooden
fences absorb moisture and can cause changes in
tower base operating impedance as the moisture
dries and changes the resistance of the fence.
The posts of metal fences must be connected to

Figure 2. The ground strap at the tower base.

the ground system by means of copper scrap. This

ensures a stable electrical environment around
the tower base and is important for the comfort
of people touching the fence.

E-mail Battison at batcom@oho.net

liSnIFEAF"
hatlio)

laqt
DA -D / DA -N NDA

PHASING SYSTEM
10kHz

50 / 12.5 kW

www.lontronic.com
PHONE: 1-423-878-3141 FAX: 1-423-878-4224
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Review of political
broadcasting rules By Harry Martin

The broadcast of political messages is covered by a complex set of
laws and regulations. Station personnel involved with programming,
sales and traffic should be aware during this election season that

decisions about what ads to run, when to run them and how much to charge
have broad implications under this regulatory scheme - summarized below:

Who's who? One of the first things stations need to do is determine which
elections are likely to generate requests for advertising time. On Nov. 4, 2008,
the general federal election will include races for the offices of the president,
vice president, the entire House of Representatives and one-third of the Senate.

State and local offices also will be part of the
Nov. 4 election.

All candidates for federal offices are entitled
to reasonable access on commercial broadcast
stations. That is, commercial radio stations must
sell time within certain limits to candidates for
president, vice president and the U.S. Congress.

Dateline
October 1 is the deadline for submission of

biennial ownership reports by radio stations in
Iowa and Missouri.

On October 1 radio stations with more than
10 full-time employees that are located in Iowa
and Missouri must electronically file their
Broadcast EEO Mid -Term Reports (Form 397)
with the FCC.

Also on or before October 1 radio stations
licensed in the following states must place their
annual EEO Reports in their public files: Alaska,
Florida, Hawaii, Iowa, Missouri, Oregon. Puerto
Rico, Virgin Islands, Washington and the
Pacific Islands.

Candidates for state and local office have no
similar right to reasonable access and stations can
refuse to sell time for such races. If, however, a
station sells ads to one candidate for a particular
office, the equal opportunities rule requires that the
station, on request, sell ads to all other qualified
candidates for that office. Individuals other than
candidates or their committees are generally not
entitled to access. Stations are free to accept or
reject issue ads as they see fit.

What's what? One of the most important things
a station can do prior to the election season is
prepare a political disclosure statement -a writ-
ten statement that will be provided to candidates
that describes the station's political ad rates, time
classes and sales practices. The disclosure state-
ment .s not technically required under the FCC's
rules, but having a complete one distributed to
key station personnel is essential for avoiding
misunderstandings and mistakes in dealing with
requests for political time.

How much? As part of preparing the disclosure
statement, each station will need to determine the
lowest unit charge (or LUC) to which qualified
candidates are entitled. The LUC is the low-
est ra-e of the station for the same class and
amount of time for the same period. Not all
political advertising is entitled to LUC rates. As
a threshold matter, LUC rates only apply during
the LUC windows. For the general election, the
LUC window begins 60 day prior to the general
election date (Sept. 5, 2008).

To qualify for the LUC rate, the advertising must
include a use or appearance of a candidate
whose voice or likeness is either identified or is
readily identifiable in the spot.

Paperwork requirements. Stations must keep
a political file for public inspection that includes
records of all requests for political time made by
or on behalf of any candidate and the disposition
made of such requests. In addition, broadcasters
must keep records of all paid political advertising
that communicates a message relating to any
political matter of national importance.

Disclaimer. This summary is by no means complete

and should not be relied upon in making decisions
about access to candidates or selling spots to
candidates. Stations should contact the FCC and
its publ cations, their state broadcast associations
or counsel if there is doubt about how to deal with
a political broadcasting issue. 1

Martin is a past president of the Federal Communica-
tions Bar Association and a member of Fletcher, Heald
a Hildreth, Arlington, VA. E-mail rnartinikhhlaw.corn.
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It doesn't take
a genius to know

that being off the air
will cost you...

, -rirne=s)1'
TACO
ERGY

=PE? CO /CP ILI CTS CO_
Your tailored power solutions provider

Protect Your Revenue Stream with
Tailored Power Quality Solutions
from Staco Energy Products
For over ten years broadcasters have relied on Staco voltage regulators to keep their digital transmitters
up and running. Now that proven reliability is available to protect your in -studio assets too!

Visit our web site-www.stacoenergy.com- to see our line-up of Jninterruptible Power Supplies, Harmonic
Filters, and other power quality products and services. Talk to us a pout your applica-ion requirements-
and we'll tailor a solution to keep you on the air-without breaking the bank.

UniStar P Series'
6, 8, and 10kVA on-line double
conversion true sine wave UPS
 Systems are parallelable up to four (4)

systems for either redundancy or capacity

 Tower and 19 inch rack configurations

r

If .1

Features:

Simple hardwire i/o conecticns
(6, 8, & 10 kVA units)

User friendly control panel
Precision power conditioning
Smart battery management
Remote communications anJ monitoring
Optional external battery packs for
extended runtime

FIRSTLINE
10, 15, and 20kVA on-line
double conversion true sine
wave UPS

 208, 220 or 480Vac operation
at 60Hz

StacoSine®
Active harmonic Filter

 Available from 208-480Vac
(600Vac consult factory)

 Wall mount and free
standing models

 50/60Hz

Visit our web site:
www.stacoenergy.com

I FIRSTLINE OC
The most comprehensive and flexible
power distribution solution available.

 Up to 96 protected branch
cir:uit breakers.

 Th-ee interlocked switches for true
wraparound bypass.

Features
Parallelable up to six (6) systems
for added capacity or redundancy
Full -function spectrum analyzer
standard on all models
Digital Signal Processor (DSP)
controlled fo- extremely fast and
accurate filte-ing
Available in NEMA 3R and NEMA
12 style enclosures (consult factc ry)

C,ert fried

moz.sz'
:

Waveform
after
correction

Waveform
before
correction

Staco Energy Products Co.
US Toll Free: 866-261-1191
Phone: 937-253-1191
e-mail: sales@StacoEnergy.com
www.StacoEnergy.com

Power Quality Solutions Tailored To Protect Your Revenue Stream
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TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY

Audio coding has been around the profes-
sional sound industry since the early
1990s. Codec developers have been

and continue to be on a fast track. Whereas
the Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG)
once viewed audio quality to be excel-
lent at 256kb/s and 128kb/s, it now
offers the same judgment at much
lower bit -rates. It's much easier to
improve the data payload, as com-
pared to expanding the pipe.

14 September 2008
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NKK®
SWITCHES

INFINITE CLARITY
DO YOU SEE WITH INFINITE CLARITY?
With NKK's new line of OLED products, now you can! From the

market leader for miniature and illuminated switches comes the

newest and most cutting -edge technology offered in broadline

OLED programmable switches and displays. Suitable for a range

of industries, NKK's OLED devices feature:

 180' Viewing angle

 65,536 colors
 Real-time sequencing

 Less power consumption

 Higher contrast

 Brighter

 Vivid clarity

SMARTSWITCH"
ACTIVATIONS MADE SIMPLE

http://rm.nkksmartswitch.com
1.877.2BUYNKK (228.9655)

ED SmartSwitch
eloprnent Kit



Clean u Lag D -0
To accomplish this requires using lower bit -rate codecs.

Lowering the bit -rate increases potential degradation
of audio performonce. Advancement of codec design
has allowed lower bit -rates to be employed, and most
codecs sound decent at these rates, but they are much
more fragile with regards to distortion and susceptible to
artifacts. Due to the various types of codecs and lower
bit -rates, getting a handle on the issues that annoy these
functions is a movilg target. The goal here is to seek out
the gremlins and offer ways and means to avoid them.

All transmission systems suffer from some form of problem.

The key to improving audio quality through a coded system

is in locating the challenges and avoiding them. Take the
FM stereo system - high frequency distortion and peak
level overshoots were very common in early FM stereo
generators. Both the pre -emphasis boost and sharp cutoff
of the required low pass filters caused severe problems
within the system. In-depth analysis of the system lead to
the discovery of embedded pre -emphasis management
and non -overshooting low-pass filters, which dramatically
improved FM stereo performance.

Whi.e the concern for FM stereo was distortion and
overshoot, coded audio suffers from sonic artifacts. These
are the perceptible annoyances that bother the listener.

Most sound anomalies are categorized
as one form of distortion or another. Most
common are harmonic distortion (THDI and
intermodulation distortion (IMDI. Coding
artifacts are neither. When they are per-
ceived, they occur due to inadequacies
of the coding algorithm. Basically, this is
the point where the encoder runs out of
capability to reduce the audio data with-
out the process of data reduction being
heard. While there have not been specific
technical terms assigned to describe these
artifacts, they can be referred to as swishy-

swirly, underwater -like, gurgle -like and
sometimes synthetic -metallic.

IMD Signal
Generator

Audio
Processor

HD Radio
Encoder

HD Radio
Decoder

Spectrum
Analyzer

Figure 1. The test setup used to analyze low bit -rate audio.

Stop

-4

M 20 Oms

Id 10.00 %

A Uhl 1 1. 00 V

A: 20.6
e: -23.2
A: 11.2k
49: 11.5k

15 Jan 2007
16:18:59

Figure 2. A spectral display of the 400Hz and 11.5kHz tone bursts at
the output of the audio processor.

Prior attempts
Dedicated audio processors that utilize

look -ahead limiting and bandwidth control
improve sound performance, but still do not
reduce artifacts enough at low bit -rates,
especially below 48kb/s. HD Radio, sat -
casters, podcasters and netcasters employ
bit -rates at 24kb/s and lower. Reducing
artifacts at these low rates usually requires
severe bandwidth reduction, which in turn
dulls the sound quality.

Careful listening to lower bit -rate coded
audio reveals discoloration - not neces-
sarily artifact -like or distorted, but some
type of degrading ghost -like product being
carried along with the signal. Attempts

nternet Stuchos
  ...We build Radio Stations

* Total Documentation as part of the design process

We supply products from the most popular manufacturers

Stock 8 Custom furniture available

Studios can be built on -site or prebuilt in our facility and

delivered ready to play. We can help.

IE/1117-1/77E0/17, HIE
www.sierramultimedia.com

(479) 876-7250
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to remove it via signal processing seem to increase
this characteristic. Listening to the output of the audio
processor prior to the encode/decode section sounds
very clean. Upon adding a codec to the scenario, the
annoyance returns. This problem is observed with use of a
common known codec for HD Radio (HDC) and various
audio processors of different designers/companies. All
produced the same results.

A clue to the problem is revealed when the timing in
one of the audio processors is modified to reduce the
amount of fast -limiting applied to presence and high
frequencies. (This does not remove the limiting in this
spectra, but changes the manner in which the limiter's
timing responds to transient signals.) The audio imme-
diately opens, along with clarity in the presence and
high frequency range.

Considering modification to the timing of the audio
processor leads to a change in sound, thought was
given to the effect of processor -induced IMD within the
codec. The following simple test was crafted to observe
the effects of IMD through a codec.

Figure 1 illustrates the test setup. A multi -tone sinewave
generator creates the source signals to stress the audio
processor and codec. Frequencies were set to 400Hz
and 11.5kHz. The output from the audio processor was
routed in two directions - to the input of a multi -channel
spectrum analyzer, and to the input of an HD Radio en-
coder. The encoder was routed directly to a corresponding
decoder, and its output was connected to the other input
of the spectrum

The objective of this test was to observe whether or not
any part of the dynamics function will generate distortion
via the codec. The oudio processor employed for the
test was designed to condition audio in a coded envi-
ronment. The back -end processing utilized look -ahead
limiting in place of hard limiting/clipping. This reduced
THD components in the codec and eliminated aliasing
in the system. Tone bursts of the twin tones were used,
as this would simulate the effects of transient activity in
the source signal, as well as activate the fast -limiting
functions in the audio processor.

Figure 2 is the spectral illustration of the tone bursts at the
output of the audio processor. The twin -tones appear as
would be expected. This is also the result when observed
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Clean up upo UDIO
at the output of the codec when steady-state tones are
passed through the processor and codec together.

Figure 3 illustrates the output of the codees decoder.
Notice the significant spectra around the upper frequency

of 1 1 .5kHz. Further investigation of the situation revealed
that the transient activity upset the encoder and caused
added modulation in the upper frequency domain.
This is what was causing the added ghost -like product

heard prior. Is this possibly the effect of the
SBR function becoming upset at transient
information? This diagnosis is subject for a
deeper discussion.

The rigor of this test exhibited what ap-
peared to be severe IMD in the signal.
While broadcast source material does not
contain transient twin -tones, it does contain
plenty of dynamically transient signals within
this frequency range. The extent of this
added IMD is dependent upon the transients
embedded in the source material. Addition-
ally, fast -limiting time constants in the audio
processor are capable of exaggerating,
and/or creating this problem.

ss ; Stop
41

M20.0ms A Chl J" 1.00 V

10.00 %

A: 26.0 d8
CD: -28.f
A: 11.21\

11.5kHz

15 )an 2007
16:46:07

Figure 3. The output of the audio decoder.

LoIMD
As with most discoveries, there's an answer.

In the above case, further study of the presence

and high -frequency limiting algorithms yielded
a method to reduce processor induced IMD.
Utilizing a proprietary new function known as
LoIMD, the algorithm is capable of providing

,-.^,ntrrd frrInci vat without

STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

THE ALL NEW AF-SH1 FEATURES:
 Integral Long -Life VCA Stereo Level Control

 Balanced or Unbalanced Inputs

 Switch -Selectable Input Sensitivity

 Switch -Selectable Mono :Left) or Stereo Operation

 Amplifier To Drive High or Low Impedance Headsets

 Convenience of APPFLEX Tm Mounting Possibilities

Shown in AFM-DC1N tabletop chassi

The AF-SH1 is part of the group of versatile APPFLEX products from Radio Design Labs. These modules
combine advanced circuitry, durable all -metal construction, attractive RDL ULTRASTYLETM colors and
versatile mounting possibilities. APPFLEX modules are ready to drop in a cabinet, chassis or panel cutout.
Numerous ULTRASTYLE wall mounting accessories and tabletop chassis are optionally available to
facilitate system design.

 ,AtHit_ _ _0 ff.
RDL  659 N. 6th Street  Prescott, AZ  86301
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agitating the encoder. When normal source content material is
applied, the audio through the entire coded system is devoid of
the ghost -like annoyances that were mentioned earlier.

The LoIMD function modifies the control function within a dynam-
ics algorithm. Through internal analysis of the incoming dyncmics,
and IMD characteristics, the architecture of the control method is
rearranged to provide a control signal that reduces, and sometimes
eliminates IMD in the processed signal. The sonic result is cleaner
sound for a given amount of gain control.

Headroom considerations
Another important factor regarding the coded system is

headroom. Digital systems have an absolute maximum ceiling
of OdBfs. Theoretically, audio levels for transmission should be
able to be set right up to this level. But, depending upon the
encode/decode implementation, overshoots may occur. This
is not consistent from codec to codec, but more so due to the
implementation of the codec by various manufacturers. Additional
input low-pass filters in the encoder may cause headroom dif-
ficulties. A well -designed encoder will ensure that any added
input filter possess the same headroom as the system without
generating overshoot that reduces headroom. Note: Most filter
overshoot ranges from 2dB - 3dB, but can exceed this omount
depending on filter characteristics.

It would be wise to test any codecs within a specified infrastructure
to make sure that OdBfs, is attainable without system overload or
clipping. For this reason, setting the absolute peak level 2dB - 3dB
below OdBfs offers insurance to avoid clipping.

HD Radio has the capability to broadcast multiple content
streams within the 96kb/s digital channel. Multicast requires the
use of lower bit -rate audio coding. It is possible that extremely
low bit -rate audio channels will exist, and require dynamics
processing capable of consistent sound quality that yields low,
or no sonic artifacts.

For those who wish to tweak on their own with existing process-
ing equipment, the following should be observed:

1 . Avoid dense processing that contains fast limiting time
constants. Try to reduce the attack time on functions when 5dB,
or more, depth -of -compression is desired. This will reduce upper
frequency processor induced IMD.

2. Make sure the coding system provides full headroom. If the
system clips on its own before OdBfs, then reset the maximum
input level to avoid system headroom problems.

3. Low bit -rates will benefit from bandwidth control. A static

Process or not?
By Chriss Scherer, editor
You wouldn't think of transmitting your station
over the air without audio processing, but the
same concept applies to an online stream. While
competitive loudness isn't the primary goal,
compensating for variations in audio level and
general level consistency are important concerns.
Orban has assembled a comparison of audio clips
using its Optimod-PC 1100 to show processed vs.
unprocessed audio with various encoding formats.
www.orban.com/products/streaming/
optimod-pc1 100/audio_ clips/

YOU OWN THE STYLE.

NOW PERSONALIZE THE JUICE.

Experience the new Kowa PX10 hotkey

flash memory audio player that can play

audio clips at the touch of a button. Create

playlists on your PC and store them on a

USB drive or compact flash card. Then

plug the USB or flash card into the PX-10

and take control.

CHECK IT OUT AT V\ WW.KOWA-USA.COM

 EASY TO PREPARE!
 EASY TO OPERATE!

 FUN TO WORK WITH!

 NO HARD DRI\jE!

Kowa Optimed, Inc
20001 S. Vermont Avenue, Torrance, CA 90502
310.327.1913 tel 310.327.4177 fax
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Clean up AU
iow pass filter will reduce artifacts. The tradeoff will be
perceived high frequencies vs. quality. A specialized
processor for coded audio will offer some dynamic
method to accomplish this.

4. Do not use onyfinal limiter that contains a clipper. The
THD generated by the clipping function will cause more
trouble than it's worth. Precision peak control is needed
in the coded system. As mentioned prior, specialized
processing for this medium will provide a look -ahead
limiter to accomplish this task. If these four steps are fol-
lowed, improved coded audio will result.

Codecs and clipping
Sound media require peak control to avoid loss of

headroom and eventual system distortion. Precision peak
limiting accomplishes this. Hard limiting or peak clipping
is used in conventional broadcasting, and it works quite
well. The method does not technically degrade the system.
(Overuse of final limiting is a subjective adjustment, and
too much can degrade performance.) Suffice it to say that
hard limiting does work as a precision peak controller
within FM stereo and AM transmission.

The coded path offers a different set of challenges. It
is not possible to overmodulate the system,
as there is a precise peak ceiling of OdBfs.
Precision peak control is required, but the
conventional method of clipping creates
systemic problems, and those occur as alias-
ing products within the encoder. Figure 4
is an example of what happens to a 2kHz
tone when clipped and 1 5kHz low pass
filtered in a conventional audio processor
used for FM stereo and passed through the
HD Radio codec. This problem is consistent
with other codecs too.

The cluster of energy that appears around
1 5kHz is aliasing components. These were
caused by the 2kHz clipped signal from a

conventional audio processor as the hard
limited signal was routed to the codec.
This is proof that all peak limiting for coded
audio must use a limiting means that is void
of THD content. Clipped waveforms are
exceedingly high in THD. This is why the
use of look -ahead limiting is the preferred
mechanism for encoders. This style of
limiter yields very low THD, and will not
alias the system.

For reference purposes, Figure 5 is the
same signal, prior to the codec. Notice
how the odd harmonics line up as would
be expected from a clipped waveform. The
added strange content that appears around
15kHz in Figure 4 is what exaggerates
coding artifacts when conventional style
processing is applied to coded audio.

Research, testing, development and
hopefully sound reasoning offered here
now explain why coded audio performs
as it does. Various signal processing and
conditioning means can be used to bring life
to coded sound. The test results illustrated
here reveal that conventional compressors
and limiters exaggerate artifacts. While
signal processing, conditioning and peak
limiting is required for coded audio, the
processing must employ methods that do
not contribute additional distortion aspects,
as this is what degrades clarity and quality
at low bit -rates, and sometimes even at
moderate to higher rates.

M20.0ms A Chl J 1.00 V
16 Jan 2007

O 10.00 % 11:10:56

Figure 4. A 2kHz after clipping and being passed through a 15kHz
low-pass filter.

Stop

M20.0ms A Chl .f 1.00 V
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O 10.00 % 18:49:29

Figure 5. The same clipped 2kHz audio display prior to the audio
encoder/decoder. Foti is president of Omnia Audio, Cleveland.
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from the company that brought you apt -X' coding technology...

the professional broadcaster's choice for
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WorldNet Oslo
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Widely deployed in broadcast networks throughout the US
S. worldwide, the WorldNet Oslo offers everything you could want from a p'ofessional

11 1.00110P...

STL including a flexible, upgradeable platform, high quality eudio and 24/7/365 reliability.

Flexible, Upgradeable Platform
With a modular approach and a large selecticn of audio, data and transport options, the WorldNet Oslo
can be tailored to the exact requirements of your current network and easily upgraded on -site as these
requirements change. Inherent flexibility enables LAN extension, ring networks with drop and insert over T1
and unicast, multicast and multiple unicast configurations over IP.

Uncompromised Audio Quality
The WorldNet Oslo offers both linear PCM and Enhanced apt -X coding options. Enhanced apt -X will deliver
the same audio quality as linear with under 2ms delay and at a fraction of the data rate. Other options
include MPEG L2, J.57 and J.41 companding. With four channels of audio per plug-in module, up to seven
audio modules per unit, and a choice of over 20 different audio modules, each WorldNet Oslo has the
capacity of up to 28 mono channels / 14 stereo pairs.

Rock Solid Reliability
On the WorldNet Oslo, solid dependability comes courtesy of DSP-based architecture, hot-swappable
modules, passive backplane, redundant PSUs, automatic back-up switching and a
user -configurable suite of audio, link, sync and PSU alarms.

Throw your terminal screwdriver in =he trash can!
No Dip Switch settings here - configuration and control of the WorldNet Oslo
is straight -forward and simple thanks to APTs powerful and intuitive Codec
Management System (CMS). Offering extensive real-time management of multiple
codec units, the CMS enables alarm monitoring, logging and performance
monitoring as well as configurable user and audio profiles.
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For more information, call APT on 800 955 APTX or 617-923-2260 or check out www.aptx.com
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Call the digital STL experts today.

Dave Chancey 805.968.9621

Bill Gould 978.373.6303
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FACILITY SHOWCASE

TheWorld's
First

The Cleveland Institute of Music's
Conrad Control Room gets

THX certification

The Cleveland Institute of Music (CIM) is
one of the world's leading music conser-
vatories. Located in the heart of University

Circle in Cleveland, this institution resides among
a number of other leading educational, medical,
artistic and performance organizations includ-
ing the Cleveland Orchestra, from which CIM
draws many of its faculty. In the fall of 2007,
CIM completed a $40 million campus expan-
sion. As part of this development, CIM added
the Fred A. Lennon Education Building and the
newly expanded Robinson Music Library. One of
the greatest additions undertaken for the project,
Mixon Hall, is a marvel of technology, acoustics
and architectural artistry. Designed by architect
Charles T. Young of New York along with acousti-
cian Paul Scarbrough of Akustiks, this 250 -seat
recital hall is wrapped in specially made glass,
lustrous wood accents and architectural concrete.
Utilizing new technologies in HVAC, this classic
shoebox-fashioned hall is also one of the most
quiet performance spaces in the world. With
reverb times that can adjust from just more than
a second to 1.6 seconds using special drapery,
complemented by advanced lighting, audio
and video systems, Mixon Hall blends sight and
sound into an experience that is truly delightful
for musicians and concertgoers alike.

By Alex Kosiorek

A needed room
As the vision of Mixon Hall was being realized,

CIM recognized the necessity of having a record-
ing, production and broadcast studio, utilizing
state-of-the-art technology, to match Mixon Hall
and its many gifted performers. Thus began
the design and development of the Robert and
Jean Conrad Control Room, which became the
first THX-Certified recording studio in a music
conservatory worldwide.

To achieve this endeavor, several challenges
needed to be overcome. Long before equip-
ment choices were ever made, the room size
and location were predetermined as part of the
expansion project's overall design. The interior
volume of the space designated to the control
room was only about 2,650 cubic feet, located
backstage to Mixon Hall and directly adjacent
to an elevator. Consequently, multiple concerns
existed. Thankfully, the combined efforts of
Young and the acousticians of Akustiks and RPG
ensured that the room's size and location were
dually considered while design specifics were
being debated.

The control room was designed in such a way
that it sits on its own concrete slab, segregated
from the rest of the structure. A raised floor rests on
this concrete slab, insulating it from any acoustic

II
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Wo'rld's First
vibrations traveling to and from the control room. Upon
this raised floor rest the walls of the control room, which
were installed with sway bracing so the interior walls are
isolated from the exterior framing and studs. Furthermore,
the ceiling is isolated from the walls, and everything
hanging from it (lights, acoustic panels, etc.) contains
special sound isolators, which reduce vibrations being
transmitted from one part of the structure to another. The
studio was designed as a room within a room, and each
structural component is acoustically dampened from every
other, including the HVAC duct work. Similar measures
were taken when fabricating the exterior of the room,

The Robert and Jean Conrad Control Room

Kirstin Fosdick, multimedia production engineer, in the control room.

and it was this kind of careful attention that successfully
ensured that the control room would not be hampered
by exterior sounds or vibrations (and vice versa).

Meeting needs
With the basic structural design decided, the next phase

was to imagine a control room that would serve both
the current and future needs of the Recording Services
department at CIM. This department produces 500-700
recordings of performances, rehearsals, sessions and
broadcasts each year. With three full-time staff and
more than 20 college students (2/3 instrumentalists,

1/3 audio majors), ease of operation
- without detracting from production
excellence - is crucial. In the past, the
department dealt primarily with audio
and stereo recording. However, driven
by the new demands (coming from stu-
dents, the school, broadcasters, distance
learning and all the production values
highly esteemed by these end users),
surround sound production, advanced
connectivity and quality video produc-
tion were added to the department's
repertoire. Careful forethought on how to
select and implement these technologies
became essential.

Although CIM's Recording Services staff
was familiar with the many audio and
video components available, they chose
to collaborate with THX when making
their selection. Adding THX's expertise
guaranteed the production abilities of
the control room would be exceptional
and meet the exacting industry standards
satisfied by all the other prestigious
recording studios in the world. The THX
team immediately went beyond measure
with zealous energy, checking acoustic
details and ensuring that only high -quality
components, that would effectively per-
form tasks, were chosen.

One relatively simple decision was
the selection of the audio console and
core audio equipment. In keeping with
CIM's preexisting control room, which
uses a Yamaha DM1000, a Yamaha
DM2000VCM digital console was
chosen as the new studio's focal point.
The THX-approved DM2000 allows
primary functions to be programmed
reliably and securely for instant recall by
student employees as well as provides the
power and accuracy needed for complex
productions. To capture and play back
stereo content, a standard suite of com-
ponents including a Tascam DVRA1000
high resolution recorder and Tascam CD
Recorders was selected, which integrate
perfectly with the DM2000's digital I/O
options. Magix's Sequoia digital audio
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Nobody knows what the future holds.
(But there's a reason our logo is a crystal ball.)

Comdial Executech PBX phone, ca. 1996. Comdial was one of the leading

PBX companies in both sales and technology, with a million -square -foot

assembly facility and over 57,000,000 in reported earnings. Comdial

continued with traditional PBX tech and declining sales until filing for

Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in 2005, when all assets were acquired

by Vertical Communications, a VolP company.'

Axle Element broadcast console, co. 2008. Founded in 2003, A xia ;5 a

division of Telos Systems, worldwide leaders in broadcast audio equipment.

Axia was launched with the mission of bringing proven technology from

the computer world - switched Ethernet, audio routing via IP, distr buted

network architecture - to radio. Using open standards and bulletproof

Cisco routing technology, nearly 1000 A xia consoles have been built in lust

5 years, making Asia the fastest -growing console brand in radio.

Cisco' 7970 IP Phone, ca. 2006. Founded in 1984 as a manufacturer of

multi -protocol routers, Cisco begin, in 1998, to promote VolP technology

to Fortune 500 companies as a more cost-efficient, feature -rich alternative

to PBX phone systems. In just 10 years,VolP effectively killed the traditional

PBX. VolP revenue is projected to reach 548 billion by the end of 2010.'

Cisco annual revenue reached 535 billion in 2007.1 I

Generic TOM console, ca. 200x. Some radio consoles and routing systems

are still based on Time -Division Multiplexing, developed in 1962. TDM was

once the basis of most (if not all) digital PBX telephone systems. Consoles

and routers based on TOM employ centralized 'card cages" that require all

inputs and outputs to be wired to a single location. Like traditional PBXs,

TDMs typically rely on closed, proprietary code, and cannot be easily or

economically changed or expanded when new operating criteria arise.

Santayana famously noted 'Those who cannot learn from history are doomed to repeat it.' Some people change when they

feel the heat; others when they see the light. With that in mind, a quick comparison of telecom and broadcast technology

reveals some common trends that broadcasters are finding hard to ignore.

Nearly 1000 Axle studios are installed around the world - more are added every week. And while our clients probably con't

think too much about the technology inside our consoles, they know they won't have to worry about it in the future.

A THLOS COMPANY'

AxlaAudlo. corn
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The stage manager's
control station

Equipment racks in the
machine room

workstation, running on a custom
Sonica Systems XP Pro computer
with Lynx I/O
to handle surround recording/
production and multi -track con
tent. Rounding out the audio
components are 16 channels of
precision Mytek Digital 8X192
high -definition analog -to -digital/
digital -to -analog converters.

CIM's choice of video compo-
nents was a bit more unusual. A
mixture of consumer and profes-
sional equipment was selected
to allow simple operations to be

carried out while at the same time ensuring professional -

grade (including HD) video production was possible.
Sony consumer -grade DVD recorders were chosen to
handle production of quick -reference DVDs, primarily
because they are one of the few models able to defeat
the auto -chapter feature upon recording. For professional
video capture and production, the latest Apple Mac Pro
(with two Quad Intel Xeon processors), equipped with an
Ala Kona Card, was adopted to run the Final Cut Pro
workstation along with various supplemental software and
hardware. Rounding out the ensemble, to synchronize all
the equipment and the various sync standards covered
by the multitude of audio and video components, is a
Rosendahl Nanosync HD.

Furniture needs
Befoie room design could truly go under way, audio and

video monitoring and studio furniture had to be chosen
for the Conrad Control room. Both became challenging

Equipment list
ADC digital/analog patchbay
AJA Kona LHe
Aphex 320A Compellor
Apple MacPro, Final Cut Pro
Audio Arts Engineering 8400
Auto Patch Optima Series
Belden wire and cable
Burst Electronics BG-5CB
Cisco Systems Catalyst 3560G
Coleman Audio A -B 5.1
Dorrough 40A
Furman PL Plus Series 2
Gepco wire and cable
Henry Engineering Digimatch 2X6
Lipinski Sound L-707, L -301V, L-150,
Lynx Studio Lynx Two. LS-AES cards
Magix Sequoia
Millennia Media HV-3R
Mytek Digital 8X192 ADDA
Neural Audio Downmix, Upmix
Neutrik connectors
Panasonic DMP-BD10A
Rosendahl NanosyncHD
RPG Acoustics Acoustic Treatment
Sharp LC46D62U
Sonica Systems PC Computer
Sony PCM-R500, RDR-GX355
Sourd Construction and Supply Custom

Studio Furniture
Tascam DVRA1000, CD-RW750, LA -80
Yamaha DM2000 with I/O Cards

L-300

aspects in design of the control room primuriry because
of its physical size. As with any studio, finding solidly
constructed studio furniture that allows for optimal ease of
use of the control room is crucial. Sound Construction and
Supply, who produce solid and elegantly designed studio
furniture, -lad a pre-existing design for the DM2000 that
could be easily modified for the Conrad Control Room.
However, monitoring took more finesse. In other control
rooms, CIM utilizes precision -grade monitoring from ATC.
However, the physical size of those monitors makes them
difficult to use given the dimensions of the control room
(approximately 16'7" L x 13'8" W x 11'8" H without
acoustic treatment). Thus began the quest to find accurate
and 'ransparent mastering quality surround monitoring
that could physically fit in the control. After listening to
a wide variety of monitors, Lipinski Sound monitors and
matching amplifiers were chosen. However, Lipinski's
monitors had not been tested by THX, a process required
to ensure studio performance and precision and provide
their performance characteristics so to accurately plot
how their acoustic properties would interact inside the
room. This led to another fantastic collaboration where
all components from Lipinski Sound, including the L-707
monitors, L-150 subwoofers and monoblock amplifiers
were tested and THX approved. For video monitoring,
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Antiquated IP Audio

Unfriendly & Expensive at $18,468*

* System Specs: 9 Analog Stereo I/O. 9 AES I/O. 2 Mic Level Inputs. 10 GPI/0, One Console Interface

The Choice is Simple.
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Plug & Play & Auto -Configuring at $6,000

A new benchmark for
IP audio has just arrived...

the Logitek JetStream.
Everything about IP implementation has been getting less expensive and more

user friendly. It's time for the Radio market to catch up with this trend. The

Logitek JetStream represents the next generation of IP routing and networking and,

unlike the older stuff on the market, the JetStream is easy to set up and use.

Name a source and every JetStream on the network knows the configuration.

(Stow your computer after setup - JetStream doesn't need it.) Save space in your

already crowded racks - our two rack units accomplish the same functions as the

competition's eight units. Even better, JetStream is easy on your budget - a single

10 fader networked studio costs less than $10,000 and a standalone studio is less

than $8,000. You can mix analog and digital sources in a 32 x 32 router for under

$6,000, and network units for larger routing needs. The JetStream has vLan

capability for back-up STL, remote studio applications and long distance snakes.

JETSTREAM MINI

It's time for
the next generation.

The JetStream has the features you want in an
IP system:

hternal codec

Fanless convection cooling

Up to 32 audio inputs and outputs - stereo,
mono or 5.1, analog or digital, in a 2 RU package

Integral GPI/Os

Dual Gb network ports for easy, lowest latency

redundant networking

Audio confidence indicators

24 faders of mixing, assignable to up to
4 control surfaces

Profanity delay, silence alarms, input metering

and mic processing

Automation protocols (no, you don't need

sound cards)

Auto configuring mix: VLAN tagging, DHCP, DNS,

MADCAP, AutolP, MDNS, DIFFSERV, SIP, SDP

StudioHub® compatible for easy installation

....and more!

Call 800-231-5810 today for more information
Logitek or to schedule a demo.

www.logitekaudio.corn
02008 Logitek Electronic Systems, Inc
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professional PC monitors were used as well as THX approved
Sharp LC46D62U HDTV.

With the primary furniture and components chosen, it was time to
finalize the interior room design. Steven Martz and Andrew Poulain
of THX went to work outlining where the components should reside
for optimum use. Every aspect was examined by the THX team,
who primarily focJsed on room design and acoustics, equipment
performance, integration and speaker placement. Eventually, studio
plans were drafted, finalized and approved for installation.

The interior acoustics utilize RPG Modex Broadband plate ab-
sorbers, Abflector acoustic panels and an array of their diffusion

CIM Mixon Hall exterior

products. The products transformed the room into an exceptionally
comfortable studio space. With acoustic treatment complete, the
studio furniture and monitoring was installed appropriately. The
Yamaha DM2000VCM and other key components were connected
to what CIM production employees have affectionately nicknamed
"the brain". A narrow and confined room, it is a machine room
designed in tandem with the Conrad Control Room and Mixon
Hall, but that s not all. The machine room is also the central
point through which all the audio and video interconnectivity
throughout CIM passes including the pre-existing control room
for CIM's Kulas Hall, Pogue Lobby and the student lounge. The
room is also connected to CIM's Kulas Center for International
Education and Patrick Audio Recording Center, which provide
distance learning and audio instruction respectively. The brain also
houses the majority of audio and video systems including wireless
microphones and amplification systems for Mixon Hall. Wiring
consists of thousands of single pairs of Belden or Gepco digital
audio cable, high -definition coax cable along with CAT 5E and
CAT 6 (all terminated through digital -grade ADC patch panels).
Non -terminated (dark) fiber has also been installed throughout to
ensure that as new technologies become available, they could
be easily integrated.
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Once the studio was complete, Andrew Poulain of THX performed

real -world testing of the studio, using both proprietary and commonly
found acoustic testing software and hardware. Monitors and furniture
were maneuvered into their ideal performance locations. After two
complete days of testing and extensive listening, the Conrad Control
Room received the honor of becoming the first THX-Certified PM3
(professional music) control room to exist in a music conservatory
in the world. Like other esteemed studios in the world that have
received this coveted certification, the THX certification ensures
that the room acoustics, speaker positions, equipment performance

and systems are calibrated to provide an
ideal production environment for aspiring
musicians and engineers.

The THX Certification and interconnectivity
allow for a variety of unique abilities both to
the Conrad Control Room and beyond. Vari-
ous locations throughout the building are able
to control functions such as the stage director's
control station located just off of Mixon Hall's
stage. The connectivity continues to allow
CIM's Recording Services the ability to further
advance productions including more than a
dozen live broadcasts each year, os well as
other broadcast events. Complete with audio,
video and appropriate sound treatment, one
of Mixon Hall's dressing rooms easily converts
into an announce booth. Live broadcasts can
be transmitted via audio over IP, Internet and

legacy ISDN codecs. To ensure a variety of
productions are possible, many features of
Mixon Hall can be controlled directly from
the Conrad Control Room including two
Millennia Media HV-3R eight -channel remote
control microphone pre -amplifiers, an array
of remote control status/security cameras,
a Panasonic professional video camera, as
well as the hall's acoustic draperies, video
projection system and more.

The THX certification successfully enables the Conrad Control room
to record and produce surround content accurately, including that
from Mixon Hall via some Schoeps microphones. This unique abil-
ity presented one last challenge: How would surround content be
delivered to students, the majority of who receive their recordings on
CD (or stereo -only DVD) and radio listeners. To resolve this issue, the
proven system of Neural-THX Surround was implemented.

The Neural-THX Surround professional digital audio production prod-
ucts allow real-time encoding of surround content while preserving the
rich envelopment and image detail of surround sound into a format 100
percent compatible with stereo. This allows for the surround content
to be used in CDs, radios, portable digital music players and digital
music downloads - all formats CIM Recording Services produces.

CIM's investment to achieve THX certification, utilize Neural-THX
Surround and build a studio with a high caliber of audio, video
and production equipment allows the Conrad Control Room to of-
fer students, faculty and staff the ability to produce recordings with
the greatest attention to quality and detail while using cutting edge
technologies, all while keeping ease of operation while maintaining
production excellence a reality.

Kosiorek is director of recording services at the Cleveland InstituV of Music.

Prism Sound DSA-1
handheld AES3 analyzer

How do you ensure your
digital audio broadcast signal
is at peak performance?

Er

0
0

Unmatched digital audio
interconnect verification
Immediate analysis of signal and
data information
Rapid and clear checking of AES3
signal quality

Full jitter analysis in a portable
handheld instrument

Contact us now to arrange your demo

Email: sales@prismsound.com
=_= +1-973-983.9577

+44 (0)1223 424988

www.prismsound.com
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DEEP IN

Nlini II' audio router

Jetstream Mini: The Jetstream Series includes IP-
based audio routers that provide audio I/O, mixing,
processing and audio distribution needs for radio
applications. The first in the series, the Jetstream Mini,
provides enough capacity for one 24 -channel radio
console. Logitek's existing control surfaces - Mosaic,
Artisan and Remora - provide the user interface to the
Jetstream. One Jetstream Mini unit provides eight I/O
card slots that accommodate five types of I/O cards: four
mic preamps (with phantom power); four stereo analog
line inputs; four stereo analog line outputs; four stereo
AES or S/PDIF digital inputs and four stereo AES or S/
PDIF digital outputs. Also included are 12 GPI and 16
GPO contacts; four RS -485 ports with AES cue audio;
2 GbE Ethernet ports and redundant power supplies in
a single two rack unit enclosure.

T E HBARTHH
The 2008
NAB Radio Show
heads to
Austin

By Erin Shipps

Idon't think there's a more fitting place to host the NAB Radio
Show than the Live Music Capital of the World. Music has a way
of bringing people together and radio plays a big part in that.

Coming together for this year's show, Sept. 17-19, are more than 100
exhibitors with hundreds of products to showcase. You'll see wattme-
ters, exciters, combiners, STLs, routers, transmitters, processors, Web
servers, and more. Not to mention the variety of services you'll find
courtesy of companies like Stream On!, Jetcast, MySimBook.com and
Stream the World.

Providers like these will play a vital role in the future of radio, as a strong
Web -presence is becoming nearly mandatory for all stations. You'll see
a focus on this idea in many of the sessions this year. From streaming to
podcasting to on -demand audio, be prepared to learn a lot about new
technologies. This year the NAB has also hooked up with Hip Cricket,
sending mobile alerts of your favorite sessions to your cell phone 15
minutes before they begin. Now you have no excuse to be late!

The NAB Radio show is bringing a lot of things together this year,
including people you just love to see every once in a while. Join us for
what is bound to be an enlightening experience.

Station services
Burk Technology
Installation and integration services: Burk Technology offers
installation and integration services. Broadcasters looking to expand
or redesign their remote monitoring and control capabilities can now
look to Burk Technology for integration services tailored for specific sta-
tion, group or network needs. Burk has hired Ben Allen as applications
engineer to work directly with users to assure smooth system integration
from initial specification to operator training.
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MUSICAM USA
The World Leader Ira II IDEaclecs

Stipoima
g IP DUAL AUDIO CODE[

 Based on Suprima: Includes
many of the same features

 4 -channel input mixer
with line/mic levels
and phantom power

 Lightweight & rugged design

SupoifriAit
UP TO 14 IP AUDIO CODECS IN A 3U RACK

 Includes LAN, ISDN U & STY,
and X.21 interfaces standard

 Auto backup to ISDN from
IP or X.21

 Built-in Web Browser for
control and monitor from
remote locations

 Comes fully loaded with every
available algorithm included

Re Wit/vv4v),
PORTABLE IP & ISDN CODEC

SuriAIMAX-1 U
UP TO 4 IP AUDIO CODECS IN A 1U RACK

 ISDN/X.21 modules available for automatic back-up
 Each module is hot-swappable
 Redundant Power Supplies
 Fully loaded with every available algorithm included
 No additional components or options are required to
meet your needs

fel ccs
MUSICAM USA

670 North Beers Street, Bldg. #4
Holmdel, NJ 07733 USA
732-739-5600
732-739-1818 fax
email: sales@musicamusa.com
web: www.musicamusa.com
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Ethernet audio system
Wheatstone

E2: The E2 System is de-

signed to interface with
Wheatstone's existing

line of E -Series control surfaces

including the new Evolution 4 control surface. The flexible
E2 system is comprised of linkable units or squares that
communicate with one another via a single CAT -5E/6
cable connected to standard layer 3 Ethernet switches.
The E2 Digital Engine handles all of the mixes from the
E -Series surfaces while housing the DSP power and
managing the distribution of PGM, AUX, and mix -minus
buses throughout the system. 12 Universal Logic ports
are encased in the single rack unit which is equipped
with front -panel access to real-time control features such
as IP setting, up time, network traffic and logic status.
Web/PC software user interfaces provide remote access
and control.

252-638-7000; www.wheatstone.com
sales(ci'wheatstone.com

Digital STL
APT

Worldcast Horizon HD: The Worldcast Horizon
HD is a duplex stereo codec that enables broadcast-
ers to deliver analog and digital content from studio to
transmitter site. With both a T1 and Ethernet interface,
broadcasters can utilize existing T1 links for the analog
stream transport and send their digital content as a UDP
stream embedded in the Ti link, eliminating the need for
additional bandwidth and cost. At the remote/transmit-
ter link, the digital content is presented back on an IP
port. As a fully duplex device, Worldcast Horizon HD
allows off -air monitoring or an independent channel to
backhaul RPU feeds and satellite downlinked audio. An
RS -232 port is available for PAD and contact closures
for remote control.

800-955-APTX; www.aptx.coI hfo@aptx.con

AM transmitter
Nautel
NX50: For high -power AM broadcasting, the new NX50 is the next generation of the company's 50kW transmit-
ter. The NX50 supports all HD Radio or DRM modes with an internal DRM or Exgine IBOC generator. The NX50
provides adaptive precorrection, 2.7MHz Direct Digital Modulation, and 88 percent efficiency. It features Nautel's
new Advanced User Interface (AUI), a 1 7" color LCD screen with a wide range of configurable displays. The AUI
includes real time locus measurement, an instrument grade spectrum analyzer, IBOC modulation analyzer, module -

level monitoring and control and logging of all functions. The AUI can be controlled by touch screen or via a mouse
and keyboard. In addition, users have 100 .-rcent rem, -1 a Web browser.

207-947-8200; www.nautel.com; info@noutel.com

Remote control system
Davicom/Comlab
Telecommunications

Micro MAC: Micro MAC is designed to handle the
remote -control and monitoring needs of small repeater
or booster sites. I/O capability includes eight metering,
eight status and eight relays, and communications is
achieved over dial -up or IP networks. The Micro MAC
operates with the same Graphical User Interface as
other MAC products, so personnel can easily control
all sites, from the smallest to the largest, with a unit from
the Davicom MAC family. The Micro MAC is just as
intelligent as other MAC units with extensive condition -
driven and event -driven programming capabilities. It

boasts the industry's widest choice of communication
means, including: voice/DTMF, PC, fax, e-mail, pager,
text messaging, SNMP and Web browser. It also allows
easy access via a Blackberry or smart phones.

418-682-3380; www.davicom.com
kdo@davicom.com

Telephone hybricl
AEQ
TH-02EX: This digital telephone hybrid has an incorpo-
rated frequency extender and is capable of operating with
single or dual lines. Independent line -level or multiplexed
outputs a -e provided by its multiplexing capabilities. Work-
ing with dual lines permits telephone multi -conference,
allowing the on -air personality and two callers to talk
and listen to each other simultaneously. Feedback is
eliminated by the digital hybrid. No adjustments are
requirr.d to nnprnt

800-728-0536; www.aeqbroaclaist.com
sales@aeqbroadcast.com

Standalone Web server
OMT Technologies
Web Secure+: This stand-alone Web server works with
OMT's Imedialogger digital logger. When combined,
these provide a media recording and distribution center
for audio asset storage, secure access and centralized
content management and distribution of logged content
to share with internal personnel and offer to public radio
listeners. Web Secure+ utilizes a MySQL database and is
interfaced with PHP and Perl script applications. It uses a
Linux OS to provide a highly efficient software application
suitable for Web appliance and server applications.

888-665-0501; www.omt.net; omt@omt.net
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Professional Broadcast

PHEIEN1)4__ MOBILE
Multi -Function Portable Audio Codec

Professional Solutions
e s te Broadcasts

General features:

 Portable Audio Codec with Ethernet
Connectivity for doing remotes

 Remote audio over any IP network,
right out of the box

 Accommodates two optional comms
I/O modules

 PSTN/POTS and ISDN TELCO modules
available now - more coming soon

Unique design features:

 User configurable digital mixer (cross-poirt
and summing)

 Analog mic and line inputs

 Dynamically processed analog inputs (DL's)

 Mic phantom power

Additional features:

 Independent Main Program and
Coordination / Talk -Back channels

 Advanced user interface & crystal clear
color display

 Optional high -power Li -Ion battery

 Built with ABS material and includes a
transparent protective cover

 Complete mobility: Use with shoulder strap
or place on a tEble top

 Compatible with most manufacturer's
codecs both in IP (N/ACIP EBU Tech3326)

and ISDN

 Superior perfo-mance at a very
competitive price

kfaXIMPRIPIMPIPPMW13!- 11=111111111

AEQ - Professional Grade Audio and Communications Equipment

Digital And Analog Audio Consoles And Routers

 Wireless Transceivers For Radio And Television Remote Broadcasts

Applications Include Talk Shows, Multiplexing And Multi-Conterendng

Professional Pocket -Sized Audio Recorders

Automation Software For ON -AIR Production, And News
Multiplexers, WD Converters, Monitors, And Digital Commentary

Systems For Large Or Small Sporting Events

For prices and demos call:

Toll Free: 1-800-728-0536 web: www.aeqbroadcast.com
Tel: 1-954-581-7999 email: sales@aeqbroadcast.com
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Medium power FM constant im-
pedance combiner
ERI-Electronics Research

Model 955-8: ERI has extended its product
line of low -and medium -power FM band pass

filters and FM combiners with a new constant
impedance version of its 955 Series. The
module is suitable for either analog or IBOC
FM transmission applications. It is designed
to be floor -mounted and is shipped completely

assembled in an integrated support frame
for easy installation. The individual modules
are configurable to be hung from transmitter
room ceilings or stacked in a support frame
if individual site conditions require it. The
individual combiner modules, depending on

configuration, can accommodate individual
station output power levels up to 10kW.

812-925-6000; www.ERlinc.com; sales@ERlinc.com

Stratex Networks STL
Harris
LE3000: The Harris Stratex Networks 1E3000 license-

exempt radios offer wireless STL support for radio broad-
casters unable to secure a dedicated Ti or a 950MHz
RF connection between the studio and transmitter site. The
easy -to -install, frequency -agile radios offer bidirectional
Tl/E1 and Ethernet ports to secure connectivity to an
Intraplex chassis at both ends. The bidirectional support
is ideal for HD Radio broadcasters who require reliable,
two-way communication to support Ethernet-TCP traffic,
along with ST1 and TSI. (transmitter -to -studio link) audio,
control data and telephone connectivity between the
studio and the transmitter sire

800-622-0022; www.broadcast.harris.com
broadcast@harris.com

Ad trafficking
Liquid Compass

Traffic My Ads: Creating a new revenue channel with streaming requires the time, attention and focus of properly
troinea individuals. Because this is not always possible, Liquid Compass has created a division that focuses solely
on providing professionally managed ad trafficking for all streaming and Web advertising. With Traffic My Ads, just
send traffic requests directly to the team to do all the work. Stations no longer need to worry about hiring or training
new staff to manage streaming media initiatives, learn a new application to manage and traffic in -stream commercial
inventory or oversee sales executives to ensure tkqt -t-teduled pr,-; f ,

303-839-9400; www.Iiquidcompass.net; info@liquidcompass.net

Advancement in Radio Technology
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You're Invited!
Radio magazine will host a reception for the first -
ever ART Awards at the NAB Radio Show and we want
to see you there! Find out who won, catch up with old
friends, and enjoy some complimentary drinks and
appetizers. Bring this imitation or present your NAB
Radio Show badge to enter.

VII

Sept. 18, 2008
6 p.m.

Sullivan's
Steakhouse

300 Colorado St.
Austin, IX

Sponsored by:

cr0;ii
orb° it

ado
THE RADIO TECHNOLOGY LEADER

AE
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Signal processor
Vorsis

AP2000: The AP2000 is the successor to the Vorsis
AP100031-band audio processor. Essentially a complete
redesign of the original product, the AP2000 hardware
is equipped with 30 percent more DSP horsepower,
a completely overhauled five -band AGC, new voice
distortion management technologies and a new, high-
performance distortion managed clipper. The five -band
AGC now incorporates Sweet Spot Technology (SST), a
Vorsis exclusive, which manages the behavior of the five -
band AGC in real time to ensure that it always operates
within its sweet spot. SST is a completely new way to
manage the five -band dynamics controller to maximize
the consistency of the station's on -air presentation, no
matter what the source material or audio levels from
source to program source

252-638-7000; www.vorsis.com
sales@vorsis.com

Blxiina the

Realtime noise reduction
Izotope
ANR-B: The ANR-B
uses Izotope's noise
reduction technology to
intelligently identify and
suppress environmental broadband noise, hum, phone line
artifacts and more. Unlike other noise reduction systems, the

ANR-B detects noise in real-time and adapts to changing
noise over time, allowing for automatic operation with little
to no input required from the user. Designed to suit a wide
range of broadcast applications, the two channel ANR-B
features broadcast connections including analog and digital
I/O, LAN for advanced parameter control, and MIDI for
remote automation. Presets are available for common ap-
plications while simple controls and clear meters help to
quickly customize settings for unique s,tuations.

www.izotope.com; izotope@izotopo.com

rir JIM

Streaming audio program
Stream On
Stream Oni: Jsing the Ogg Vorbis encoder, Stream
on Fiber saves a station time and money while generating
more revenue and listenership through Web streaming.
Stream on Fiber is simple to use: Arach audio into the
encoding appliance. It features an independent audio
player, no maintenance is required and there are no
encoder

951-801-2309; www.streamon.fm
services4streamonfiber.com

On your RADIO or At your DESK
INFORMATION  EDUCATION  THERAPY

woMi welim IMI10111.110

Urban MediaMedia Broadcasting Network

Bnng Our Communities
Together One Community
at a Time"

Syndicate',
ProgrammInn

Coming Soon!
THE SPIN) OFF [Weekends live Hip-nonnitte

Program Sat a Sun)

 THE STAR a BUC WILD PROGRAM

(Morning Program)

www.umbn.net

Rai II

D -Class k

Corey
\

a Datoll

ATER COOLER MOMENT

Hot, Unfiltered, with a KeeptW II Heal Finish
Monday - Friday 8 -11 am EST
1 -866 -53 -Ryan B (537-92621

II 4 HIP HOP

Bring the Church It the Streets
Weekends Saturday 6 8 pm EST

ING YOUR POINT'

I Urban Sports Tait
nday - Friday 6 -9pm EST

1-877-161-8792

Check your local stationslisting or visit the website
Become an affilate today hi calling: 1-888-121-1522 or 404-201-2159
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Plug and play your next installation
with Radio Systems Millenium Broadcast
Consoles now with StudioHub+ inside -
the Broadcast Wiring Standard.

IMOR 111111111r
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ANALOG Two inputs per channel with fully agile - mic thru
line sensitivity on every input  Soft touch, LED lit ultra-wear
rubber keypads  Two stereo program buses with TEL mix minus

bus output  Up to four additional mix -minus outputs available
 Full metering and monitor section  Up/down clock/timer with
master sync capability  Complete GPI channel remote control
provided for all A & B inputs  Available in 6 / 12 / 18 / 24
channel frame sizes

DIGITAL AES / EBU or analog on any input channel  Mic
thru line sensitivity on every analog input  Soft touch, LED lit
ultra -wear rubber keypads Two stereo program buses
with TEL mix minus bus output  Ten fully programmable
mix -minus outputs - standard All outputs provided in
analog and digital simultaneously  LED VU or PPM meter-
ing and full monitor section Up/down clock/timer with
master sync capability  Complete GPI channel remote control
provided for all A & B inputs  Available in 6 / 12 / 18 / 24
channel frame sizes

NETWORK Six IP audio Livewire channels with LCD selectors

 Local input channels with two inputs per channel / analog or
digital / mic thru line  Soft touch, LED lit ultra -wear rub-
ber keypads  Two stereo program buses with TEL mix minus
bus output  Ten fully programmable mix -minus outputs -
standard All outputs provided in analog and digital
simultaneously Full metering and monitoring  Up/down
clock/timer with master sync capability Complete GPI
channel remote control provided for all A & B inputs
 Available in 6 / 12 / 18 / 24 channel frame sizes
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ANALOG is good. There are over 4000
analogMilleniumconsolesinservicetoday
and we continue to manufacture and ship

analog consoles every day. That's because these boards
are inexpensive, sound great (with specifications that
rival and exceed many digital designs) and have enough
features for many small and medium market applications.

For more demanding applications, our analog consoles
optionally can be equipped with additional mix -minus
outputs, distributed output bimes and redundant supplies

making them even more capable and still a great value.

VU
_7 5 '3
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Going DIGITAL is a process. Radio Systems

eliminates some of the stress with our no charge Digital

upgrade program. For the life of your console we will
swap any analog plug-in card for a digital one (or vice -

versa) allowing you to gradually transition your studio
to digital. And, from day one your Millenium Digital
console will output pristine digital audio to feed your
air -chain processor and produce up to ten fully con-
figurable mix -minus feeds.

rettito
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At Radio

is IP

Systems,

Audio
our
by

NETWORK
Livewire'.

3
We've adopted this proven

multi -channel standard from Axial. and installed it in
our digital consoles. But we left local inputs as well to
create the perfect hybrid of stand-alone and network
capabilities. This way Millenium Network consoles
easily mix local studio sources and connect to all Livewire

enabled devices using standard Ethernet switches.

1 / . 11''1 Ci

StudioHub+1 is the glue of our entire console line.
Use our award -winning CAT -5 wiring system to
simply and quickly plug any source into any con-
sole channel. Or, easily configure cus-
tom talent panels and even interstudio tie line
connections. And its value

doesn't end after the installa-
tion is over. RJ-45 connectors
allow new sources to be added
at any time and makes trouble
shooting easy.

601 Heron Drive  Logan Township, NJ 08085  Phone: 856-467-8000  ;ex: 856-467-3044  www.radiosystems.com

Livewire and Axia are registered trademarks of TLS Corp. StudioHub. is a registered trademark of Radio Systems. Inc.
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NAB Radio

25 -Seven Systems 716 Magic Egg Software 110
Abacast 710 Marketron Broadcast Solutions 717
AEO 521 Mayah Communications 718
Aon Association Services 621 Mayo Clinic 530
APT 618 Media Audit 601
Arbitron 401 Media Monitors 204
Armstrong Transmitter 409 Mediaspan Group 711
Army National Guard 523 Moseley Associates 604
ATI-Audio Technologies 101 Myat 108
Audemat 525 MySimBook.com 205
Audio Science 708 Nautel 211
Barix Technology 327 NDS 100
Belar Electronics Lab 123 Netia 131
BIA Financial Network 508 NPR Satellite Services 103
BMI 519 OMT Technologies 512
Broadcast Electronics 301 Orban/CRL 600
Broadcast Software International 115 Platformic 222
Broadcasters General Store 311 Power-Link/Proof0fPlay.com 118
Broadview Software 721 Propagation Systems, Inc. (PSI) 715
Bruce Williams Show 705 Radian Communication Services 531
Burk Technology 613 Radio Advertising Bureau 225
Burli Software 619 Radio magazine 424
Business Talk Radio Network 707 Radio Systems 317
C. Crane Company 223 Radio Traffic.com 709
CGS Automation 420 Radio-Info.com 10
Clear Channel Satellite 227 RCS 201
Coaxial Dynamics 414 Reliable Broadcast 324
Comic Wonder 202 RGI 9999
Communication Graphics 505 Richardson Electronics 322
Comrex 407 Roll a Sign 720
Continental Electronics 501 S.W. R. 320
Davicom 713 Sabre Towers & Poles 527
Dielectric Communications 305 Sage Alerting Systems 430
Digigram 624 Shively Labs 506
Double Radius 622 Sierra Automated Systems & Eng 411
Enco Systems 412 Sierra Multimedia 626
Enticent, Inc. 630 Sovereign City Communications 625
ERI-Electronics Research 609 Specialty Data Systems 231
Federal Communications Commission 330 Staco Energy Products 127
Firstcom Music 410 Stainless 426
Google 419 Stream On 206
Harris 509 Stream the World 114
HD Radio 725 Sun & Fun Media 221
lnovonics 616 Superior Electric 220
Interactive Mediums 107 Texas Motor Speedway 124
Intertech Media 102 Thales Components 431
Izotope 226 Tinbu 326
Jampro Antennas 517 Trilithic 130
Jetcast 106 US Air Force Recruiting 422
Kayou Communications 132 Valcom Manufacturing Group 321
Kintronic Labs 230 Viero 111
KLZ Innovations 105 V -Soft Communications 416
Larcan 200 Wegener 331
Liquid Compass Streaming Media 215 Wheatstone 413
Logitek Electronic Systems 617 Wideorbit 425
Mackay Communications 121
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THE HART
The 2008
NAB Radio Show
Sessions

4 p.m. -45 p.m. Meet and Greet Reception

Wednesday, Sept. 17

8 a.m.-9 a.m.

9 a.m.-10 a.m.

Renting AM Tower to Non -Broadcasters - Practical Tips for Managers and
Engineers - Garrison C.Laveil, Erwin Krashow
This presentation for managers and engineers alike provides practical, easily understood insight
into the game of renting space on your AM station's directional or non -directional tower. Topics
include liability issues, leasing "gotchas," planning fcr shared use, understanding each other's
needs, FCC consideration, and (simplified) technical issues.

Psycho Acoustics: Is Jim Loupas Crazy When He Says Branding with Sound
Will Make your Radio Station More Successful? - James Loupas
In today's ultra -competitive market, branding with sound is a potent weapon in the radio broad-
caster's arsenal. Processing is part of it, but not all of it. Come learn the five ways you can make
your sound a unique brand in your market.

10 a.m.-1 1 a.m.

11 a.m.-12 p.m.

1 p.m. -2 p.m.

1:30 p.m. -3:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m.

4:30 p.m. -8 p.m.

FM Boosters - Opportunities and Challenges - Stan Salek
Examples of both successes and failures will be presented, along with consideration of performance
expectations when FM boosters are designed for IBOC digital radio compatibility.

Advances in Remote Control Technology - Tony Peterle
One area of broadcasting that has lagged somewhat behind the technological tidal wave is
remote facility control, but that is now beginning to change. This workshop presentation explores
the new technology br,Hn nnolied to remote facility control.

This Just In...The Latest on PPM - chuck DuCoty, Doug Abernethy, Pierre Bouvard and
Bill Weston

From Houston to New York (with Philly in between), PPM has kept the industry talking. Our panel
will address all the PPM issues, including the current data and subsequent rollouts, as well as
status reports from markets using PPM.

NRSC Meeting

State of the Industry and Keynote Address - David Pogue and David Rehr
New York Times columnist and Emmy-winning technology correspondent for CBS News Sunday
Morning," David Pogue, will deliver the keynote address, offering a unique perspective on the
opportunities evolving technology brings to the future of radio. NAB President and CEO David
Rehr will make the Show's State of the Industry Address.

Opening Reception on Exhibit Floor/Exhibit Halls Open

Thursday, Sept. 18

7:15 a.m.-8:45 a.m. Radio Show Breakfast: One-on-one with FCC Chairman Martin
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8 a.m.-9 a.m.

9 a.m.-10 a.m.

9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Next Generation IP-based Audio -ag Borland
Recentlyavallable protocols allow multicast ng systems, like digital mixers, to automatically find and select

the many settings recuired for network communication. Start panning for the coming change.

High Bandwidth Capacity RF STL/TS1. Connectivity Lawrence Miller and

James ,'\Aooay
This session will examine and present possible solutions for high bandwidth studio -to -transmitter,
studio -to -studio and transmitter -to -transmitter connectivity problems. Modern broadcast data con-
nections were not even contemplated when the FCC drafted the rules that govern STL connectivity.
Those rules have not evolved with the demands of technology, and broadcasters are now faced with
a connectivity dilemma that often dictates looking beyond Fart 74 to Part 101 of the FCC rules.

Exhibit Floor Open

10 a.m.-12 p.m.

2 p.m. -3:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m. -5 p.m.

HD Radio Measurements Workshop - David Maxson
Some of what will be covered in this special workshop includes the HD Radio signal and spectrum,
the HD Radio Mask evolution, the current state of the rules, what is PSD and how do you measure

it and analog signals versus digital.

The Embedded Exporter Technical Panel - David Layer, moderator; Tim Anderson, Daniel
Dickey, Ted Lantz, Scott Martin, panelists
In this session, the differences between the previous generation of Exporter equipment and the
new Embedded Exporter will be explained, with a focus on how this new technology promises
enhanced reliability and a greater feature set while at the same time substantially lowering the
cost of upgrading to HD Radio technology.

Radio Marketplace Reception

6 p.m. Radio magazine ART Awards Reception

c).continifiztai adlonie6
I-1 Radio

Limnsed Manufacturer

802E'. Digital Exciter
 Internal Embedded Exporter option

(fully integrated HD solution in a single box)
 Unique fully -adaptive, real-time, pre -correction
 Software selectable HD power levels of -20dB,

-10dB, (or any power level in between)
 Hi -Res color LCD screen

for maximum clarity and accuracy
 Built-in stereo generator
 Built-in audio delay (up to 16.4 seconds)
 Multiple AES3 inputs
 Standard composite input
 Two baseband SCA inputs

800E" Embedded Exporter
 Based on Embedded DSP technology

(more accurate and reliable HD Radio®)
 No hard drive or unreliable OS

(incredibly fast and stable)
 Compatible with IP based STL systems

(unidirectional or bidirectional)
 Uncompromised reliability when used with

Continental 802Ex

Special Pricing
for NAB Members

(*) No GPS Required when used together

More cool stuff... from the creative minds at Continental Electronics
www.contelec.com sales@contelec.com (214) 381-7161
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The 2008
Friday, Sept. 19

8 a.m.-10 a.m. High -Power IBOC Technical Panel - Geoffrey Mendenhall, Jeff Detweiler, Daniel Dickey,
Ted Lantz, Gary Liebisch, .-prd Smith and Mike Starling
In June, a group of radio broadcasters asked the FCC to allow FM broadcasters, at their option,
to increase the power in the digital portion of their nybrid IBOC signals by up to 10dB. In this
session, a panel of technical experts will discuss this proposal, explaining the potential impact on
existing facilities as well as how to best design new facilities for higher power operation.

10 a.m.-11 a.m. The HD Radio EPG Project - Rick Ducey, Adricn Cross, Joseph D'Angelo, David Maxson
and Skip Pizzi
One of the advanced features supported by the HD Radio system is transmission of an electronic
program guide IEPG). The NAB technology advocacy program, has a team of technical experts
from BIA Financial Network, Broadcast Signal Lab and Unique Interactive working with Ibiquity
to develop the business requirements, system architecture and specifications of an EPG suited to
the HD Radio market for local broadcasters. During this one -hour presentation the EPG project
team will discuss their plans and progress to date.

11 a.m.-12 p.m.

12 p.m. -1:30 p.m.

Copper Theft at Broadcast Sites Sterling Davis, Bob Brand, Chuck Carr and
.teve L.)chis

Copper theft is becoming a major concern for mcny broadcasters around the world. Not only ore
facilities being vandalized, but many times the outcome results in lost airtime. This panel session
addresses the scope of the copper theft issue and focuses on ways broadcasters can work with
law enforcement to protect their assets.

NAB Radio Luncheon

A new standard for broadcast microphones.

It all starts at the microphone.
www.heilsound.com
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XTREME3M35111 Digilink automation from A AKIS

If you thought that you couldn't afford new Automation,

then you should think again

The BEST Automation

system for Radio costs

only a few dollars per

month... COMPLETE !!!
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only $100S100 per month

I On Air software

1 Production software

1 Scheduling software

1 Newsroom software

1 Music schedulirg

1 Voice tracking

Phoner editing

1 Ball games

1 Bridge hardware

I 16 in x 3 out switcher

1 logic for 16 sources

1 2 players for Air E Cue

For less than the monthly cost of most cells phone programs... you can join the hundreds of others on air with

Xtreme and the Solutions program. With the Solutions Program you receive the Xtreme software and hardware PLUS training,

phone support, and upgrades for a low monthly cost. Xtreme is the best automation system in Radio today and yet there is no

contract with the Solutions Program. So you are not locked into a product if your station's needs change. Download Xtreme

software and try it out. Go to the Arrakis website now for more information about Digilink-Xtreme... and order today !!!

www.arrakis-systems.com 970-461-0730
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By Joe Dysart

Technologists busily re -inventing the Web say radio stations
can look 'orward to an Internet where it's much easier to
collaborate, innovate, and manipulate data and software

on a wide variety of Net -friendly devices.
Driving this change -a trend loosely referred to as Web 2.0

- will be the rapid and widespread adoption of social networks
by radio stations and other businesses. Employees will seize
on to these networks to collaborate internally, and listeners will
use them as an active part in forging direction on all aspects
of a station's identity.

Indeed, technology market research firm Forrester predicts
that business investment in social networks designed for
customer and client input alone will reach nearly $1 billion
annually by 2013, as corporations capitalize on a trend first
popularized by companies like MySpace and Facebook.
Entry level social networks, in the form of radio station
blogs and simple discussion forums that invite and publish
comment from visitors, are already popping up on the Web.
The Bob Edwards Show heard on Satellite XM's XMPR, for
example, has its own community discussion board, as does
NPR -affiliate 89.7 FM, WKSU, (www.folkalley.com/com-
munity/forum) and 90.1 FM, WMPR (www.wmpr901.com/
messave board php).

In addition, more full-blown social networks - miniature replicas
of MySpace and Facebook - are expected to become increas-
ingly common. Clear Channel Radio, for example, launched its
online community portal www.erockster.com this past spring.
The social network features a discussion board, blogs, member -
uploaded photos and videos, as well as on -air, online and on -
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MEAT & POTATOES WITH SOME.
PRETTY CO ELLS AND WHISTLES.

Finally, a super compact ultra -portable broadcast mixer that's Derfect for

any job you want to throw at it. It's loaded with the staples big profes-

sional radio consoles have to ensure your shows come off without a hitch.

And unlike the big boys, it's got a bell and whistle or two that make it the

essential centerpiece part of any ad hoc studio.

Intuitive and easy to use, with large color -coded controls and bright LED

meters, it gives you superb audio quality with ten mic anc line -level

inputs across six mixing channels for real versatility. And you can

seamlessly add a guest announcer with their own headphone mix with

our optional Multiphones MiniPod .

With its built in DA/AD audio codec via a USB port , simply

connect the SixMix to any USB-compatible computer and you're on the

air. Use your favorite software to serve up tunes or any recorded program

material through the SixMix. Push your program back to your computer

HENRY

FC
ENGINEERING

for recording or streaming. Need to send a separate feed to another PC or

server? There's even a dedicated S/PDIF port to handle it.

Factor in its cue speaker and automatic monitor muting, mix -minus out-

put, comprehensive headphone and monitor systems, plus a wealth of

output options and it's clear to see that SixMix will transform your laptop

or desktop computer into a full-fledged professional broadcast studio.

SixMix. You're on the air.

Henry Engineering  503 Key Vista Drive,  Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA 626.355.3656  F: 626.355.0077  email: Info@henryeng.corn

www.henryeng.com
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also get to influence erockster.com's content by inputting
their preferences on the site.

"Our main focus will be on quality and we're go-
ing to give a lot of bands that don't have a chance
to be heard on the radio that opportunity," says
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The Bob Edwards show reaches out to Web users with its
own discussion board.

Eric Szmanda, erockster.com's chief producer.
Initially, radio stations will be able to source software
for building these social networks from small and nimble
boutique providers like Neighborhood America and
Leverage Software, which offer tool suites that bundle
together the most popular facets of social networking, such
as profile creation, blogs, discussion forums and content
uploading and sharing, according to Forrester.

But by 2013, expect the biggest guns in the software
industry, including SAP, IBM and Microsoft, to fully
incorporate Web 2.0 tools in their product lines, says
G. Oliver Young, author of the April 2008 Forrester
report, 'Global Enterprise Web 2.0 Market Forecast:
2007 To 2013."

"SAP, I3M, Microsoft and others are already beginning
to give away Web 2.0 functionality for free to drive use
of their core applications and value engines," Young says.
"Microsoft's SharePoint has a lightweight wiki (a network -
based collaboration tool), while IBM is now offering
social networking mashup technology through its Lotus
Cornections and Lotus mashups products, respectively."
(Mashups are tools that enable users to combine data
frorr previously disparate databases, which often reside
in different software applications.)

Meanwhile, equally influential in the re -invented Web
will be a new approach to computing where most - if
not all - of a company's software applications will reside
on the universally accessible Web, rather than locked
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Solutions From SCMS

Optimod-FM 5360 puts coveted five -band and two -band Optimod processing into a
single rack unit package and brings it to you at the most affordable price ever. Quality
sound is what 5300 is all about -sound that attracts audiences by providing a polished,
professional presentation regardless of format and source material.

Three Processors in One. The Orban 6300 is a high -quality, multipurpose stereo audio
processor for digital radio, digital television. netcasts, STL protection, satellite uplink
protection, and digital mastering.

Orba a all -digital 9300 Optimod-AM audio processor can help you achieve the high-
est possible audio quality in monophonic AM shortwave, medium wave and long wave
broadcasts. Optimod-AM delivers louder, cleaner, brighter. FM.Ikn ti d nr,n
tgaugtree quality that attracts listeners and holds them.

RF Site

Contact SCMS at any of its offices 1-800-438-6040

cat

ii$11

Rack Room

Studio

,to 1.1.110,

www.SCMSinc.com
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away on mainframes or on individual PCs -a concept
known as cloud computing.

Emblematic of this trend is Microsoft's new Live Mesh,
software, which is being designed to link together all of a
company's Internet devices- including desktops, laptops,
Mac computers, cameras, mobile phones, media centers
and digital picture frames - for instant collaboration.

Essentially, the software will enable a radio station to
synchronize all data and applications across all devices
as much as possible, enabling all of those devices to
become aware of each other as long as each is linked
to the Internet via a wire, or via Wi-fi, according to Amit
Mital, Microsoft's general manager, Live Mesh.

A radio station using a full-blown version of Live Mesh,
for example, would be able shoot an interview on -air with
a hot star, automatically video stream that on the station's
website and to listeners' cell phones, while simultaneously
having the video crop on -screen at a presentation the
station is giving at an industry trade show.

Currently, Live Mesh only links Windows -based PCs con-
nected to the Web via wire or Wi-fi, although plans are
in development to enable firms to link mobile phones and
Mac computers within the same Mesh, Mital says.

Of course, in its ideal form, cloud computing will not
be driven by a just one major company like Microsoft,
or favor the linking of devices that run on one type of
software, according to Tim O'Reilly, CEO of O'Reilly
Media, a computer book publishing firm that also hosts
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home music videos photos community invite members help

blow up our forums!
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A new social network from Clear Channel, erockster.com
borrows a page from MySpace and Facebook.

conferences on Web 2.0 (www.weo2expo.com).
Instead, the purest implementation of cloud computing

will enable any computerized device a company uses
to simultaneously interconnect with every other com-
puterized device in a company's technology arsenal,
O'Reilly says.

Shively Labs®
Radio is our main line, not just a side -line.

State-of-the-art design

Proven reliability

Cool and blue - no boring black or

gray here!
'adze ca at the ItilE Reteicti .54640/
titcatza, 7exad. Seizteoggeiz /7 - 19

Egath #506

P. 0. Box 389, 188 Harrison Rd., Bridgton, Maine USA 04009
(207) 647-3327 (888) SHIVELY =AX (207) 647-8273

sales@shively.com www.shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -
ISO -9001:2000 Certified

Shively Labs
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that all software should be able to easily run on all
computerized devices, regardless of what company
creates that device or software - is another major
component of the re -invented Web, often referred to
as open source computing
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Folk fanatics regularly drop into the "Folk Alley"
discussion board, affiliated with NPR -affiliate WKSU.

nologists point to the Linux operating system -
an alternative to Microsoft Windows that is free, owned
by no company in particular, and is specifically designed
to encourage innovation by anyone and everyone who
is interested in enhancing the system - as a key example
of that ethic in action.

But more recently, extremely influential technology com-
panies like Yahoo! have decided to embrace the ethic as
a core business philosophy. In fact, Ari Balogh, Yahool's
chief technology officer, says the company is literally in
the process of re -wiring itself from inside out to ensure
that independent software developers will easily be able
to develop new applications for the Yahoo! community -
and instantly post those applications to Yahoo!

In practice, Balogh says this added openness will result,
in part, in an ever-increasing number of data mashup
tools, which will enable Yahoo! users to combine data
available on Yahoo! in new ways for highly specific
research needs.

An individual radio station embracing this same ethic,
for example, could enable an enthusiastic listener to post
a mcshup tool on the station website that could be used
to automatically find and post links to blogs authored by
other listeners who absolutely love certain on -air personali-
ties - or anything else about the station.

Finally, another cornerstone of the re -invented Web
will be the increasing proliferation of computerized sen-
sors programmed to continually update the Web with

)11

STInAMON II
BUILT BY BROADCASTERS FOR BROADCASTERS

Var71 'ON
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STREAMON

Complete End to End
Solution

Built by Broadcasters
for Broadcasters

Superior royalty reports

Plug and Play set-up

Perfect for Large Networks

 We configure & maintain

Data streaming available

www.StreamOn.fm
US: 951-801-2309

Can: 780-438-1482
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Leadership Requires Commitment
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Harris is Committed to

People Technology Service Broadcast Radio

Harris is fully dedicated to broadcast radio. How do we demonstrate that commitment? By ensuring that all

our products meet the highest standards of reliability. By using best -in -class processes to bring innovative

technologies to the market. By actively participating in the development of new technological standards.

And by prioritizing quality and responsiveness to customer needs.

ONE Company ONE Direction The Future

For more information, please visit www.broadcast.harris.com/radio. call +1 800 622 0022 or e-mail broadcastsales@harris.com
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time-senst.ve data, acco;o,iig to O'Rely. essentially,
these sensors will eliminate the drudgery of inputting
such data by hand.

O'Reilly points to vehicle traffic analysis systems like Dash
Navigation and Microsoft's still -in -development Clear Flow
as pioneers of this trend. Both software solutions rely on
GPS devices embedded in a large number vehicles to
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WMPR's message board has hundreds of discussion threads.

Operate any 3 -phase broadcast transmitter

from a 1 -phase utility supply with the

Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 High efficiency output

 Maintenance free operation

 True 3 -phase, NOT open -delta

 Approved by all utilities

 Over 1000 TV and radio
stations rely on Phasemaster

NAB 2008 Booth# N7222

Turn any location into a 3 -phase site within hours!

Save thousands of dollars on utility line extensions

Recommended by leading transmitter manufacturers

-OA Kay Industries
47--=-PHASEMASTER

Rotary Phase Converters

General Offices
604 N. Hill St

South Bend, IN 46617

800-348-5257

574-289-5932 (fax)

Western Region
4127 Bay St #6

Fremont, CA 94539

510-656-8766

510-657-7283 (fax;

The World Leaders in Single to Three -Phase Power Conversion

%vww.kayind.com inforikayind.com

automatically relay data to Web -based software, which
is used to analyze traffic patterns and suggest alternative
to routes for drivers.

As the future Web rolls out, we will all be asked to con-
tribute our sensors, to help drive o wide array of analysis
software Tools residing on the Web, O'Reilly says.

Unfortunately, there is a dark side to all this frothy
innovation. As more and more data and software ap-
plications migrate to the Web, there is a real threat that
ultimate control of most of those applications and data
may become centralized in the hands of a few, large
echnology companies, O'Reilly warns. "We need to
watch that," he says.

Fortunately, those who believe that everything new is
not necessarily better can take solace in the prediction
that the revolutionary tool that made the Web possible,
the Web browser, will most likely be around for a long
time to come - despite the fact that competitors like the
(phone are beginning to crop up.

The reason? Despite the fact that the Web browser is
"so nineties," the tool is such a ubiquitously entrenched
part of the Web experience for users across the globe,
it makes no sense to re -invent the wheel. "There's re-
ally no incentive," says Mark Andreessen, founder of
Netscape, the browser that played a pivotal role in the
emergence of the Web.

Joe Dysart 's an Internet speaker and business consultant
based in Manhattan.

model RFC -1/B
remote facilities controller

features
transmitter status readings and control

control transmitter from any telephone

operates over standard telephone line

8-64 channels of telemetry and control

programmable control by date and time

programmable telemetry alarms

integrated rack par el

accessories
model ACM -2 AC current monitor

model MA -2 modem adapter

model PA -2 parallel printer adapter

model RAK-1 intelligent rack adapter

model RS -232 serial data adapter

model SP -8 surge protector

model SIP -8 status input panel new!

es Sine Systems

rai
615 228 3500

more; Loftrmarion www sinesystems corn
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SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD
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EVENTIDE BD600 BROADCAST DELAY

PANIC WATT FOR

SAFE

WAIT REBUILD
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Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and
the FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity delay and
have a solution for stations large and small that provides up
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue and license -
protecting delay.

Our new HD compatible BD600, 24 -bit delay, comes standard
with AES/EBU, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory -
twice as much as other delays. There are fully adjustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup and

RAMP TO
ZERO

b
NFEZE

D_"P
4-

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system,
and an exclusive fast -entry -and -exit feature which allows
starting a broadcast wi-h the delay already built up to a safe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HD, the BD600 offers MicroPrecision DelayTM mode
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real time in 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful for
synchronizing analoc and digital signals while on -air, without
audible artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience.

Whatever your size, .wl-atever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrry of your air and the foundation of your
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

Eventide* HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide is a registered trademark and MicroPrecision Delay is a trademark of Eventide In: C2005 Eventide Inc
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IrnbMalibu meets personal production studio

By Russ Berger

i!aving a custom-built personal studio was once a luxury that on -air radio
talent could not experience. With the move toward computer -based digital

recording technologies, more and more on -air talent are finding that owning
their own personal studio is now within reach.
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All transmitter powers with the bes
quality price ratio
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EM2000 s a 2000W FM transmitter mode
up of the EM 2D DIG exoter (or EM 20/30 exciter) and the
AM 2000 FM amplifier. AM 2000 includes eight 300W hich-
efficiency MOSFET technology amplifying modules, led lin 2
independent switching power supplies, which are made to
withstand the working conditions. The omplifiying modues
work independently thanks to a power combining structsre
that provides high isolation between them.

OMB AMERICA
factory and laboratories
phone. (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA

OMB EUROPA
departamento comercial
telefono. 902-187878
fox. 902-187878
Avda. San Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA

50410 Zaragoza, ESPANA

Visit Us at NAB Booth #C3024

From september in:

fabrica y laboratorio
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Pol. Ind. Centrovia C/Pa-aguay,
LA MUELA

50196 Zaragoza, ESPANA

MT/MR PLATINUM ,IGH,
is a high-pert5rmonce Studio -to -Transmitter Link. It in mode
up of the 5W MT transmitter externally syMhesized in OMHz
sub -bonds w th a step of 100KHz, and the MR louble
conversion receiver, that is externally syn hesized, tca. The
MT is microp-ocessor controlled, and inc udes LCD Display
for the visuolizetion of the most relevant tionsmissxxi parameters
(frequency (6 -digit), forward and reflected ,ower, noczlation
level), balanced Mono, Stereo (MPX). Th3 MR recei-er has
the same visializotion system os the transmitter. It ir cludes
bolonced Mono and Stereo (MP)) outputs. Furtherrnc re, the
MT/MR Platinum STL includes o jumper in order to get o
proper opercrion with digital signals.

EM 10000 is a 10000W FM trammiser made
up of tFe EM 250 20MPACT DIG exciter and three :woo units
which combine the power of six AM 2000 FM arnolifers. AM
2000 includes eignt 300W hi h-effciency MOSFET technology
amplifying modules led by 2 independent switching perversupplies,
which are mode to withstand the working conditions. 'he ore) ifiying
modules works independently thanks to a power comb r ingstr_icture
that provides h gh isolation between them
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liartha Quinn's RadioBu

Primarily designed for music production, RadioBu serves the needs
to produce Martha Quinn's radio show.

One such talent is former MTV VJ and cur-
rent Sirius Satellite on -air personality, Martha
Quinn. She and her husband, show engineer
and former Fuzztone member Jordan Tarlow,
were looking for a space to handle all the
production work for her show, Martha Quinn
Presents, that simultaneously would allow them
to keep their own hours as opposed to renting
studio space in Santa Monica. Jordan and
Martha contacted my firm, Russ Berger Design
Group, to design their own personal radio
and post production studio in Malibu, CA,
which they eventually dubbed RadioBu.

Bearing in mind that Martha Quinn Presents
offers listeners a mix of music from the 80s
along with interviews and performances by
artists from that era, we anticipated a few
design challenges involved in creating the
new studio space to serve all these applica-
tions. For instance, it would need to be able
to accommodate in -studio interviews as well
as ones via ISDN, in -studio performances, and
voice-overs. For Jordan's purposes, the space
had to accommodate music production and
his composition work for TV commercials and
film trailers. We combined our knowledge of
the design and operational needs of a typi-
cal broadcast production studio with some

R TO WIN!
1st Annual Radio Excellence Awards

REASONS TO ENTER:
* Recognition of your work from your peers,

Radio magazine readers.
* Your facility will be featured in a full -page article

in the December issue of Radio magazine.
* Winners are announced in the March NAB issue.
* Winners receive yearlong exposure at

RadioMagOnline.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
* Visit RadioMagOnline.com
* Questions or comments? Contact Erin Shipps at

erin.shipps@penton.com or 913-967-1786.
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If Space Is Truly The Final Frontier,
We're Your Enterprise...

Designed for Quality, Function, and Beauty

pictured: Modulux Premium

 In Stock for Quick Delivery

 Precision Manufactured by
Award Winning Craftsmen
("Cool Stuff")

 "White Glove" Delivery Available

 Turnkey System Integration

 Known for Quality and Service
since 1984

GRAHAMSTUDIOS
Broadcast Furniture...System Integration...Automation

www.grahEm-studios.com  Toll Free 866.481.6696
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Martha Quinn's RadioBu
of the techniques used when designing smaller personal
recording studios.

Since Martha's program is pre-recorded, transmission
equipment did not factor into the design of RadioBu.

The open performance space is well -suited to live playing on Martha
Quinn Presents.

However, the existing layout of the new space was
not conducive to accommodating studio functions and
their support spaces. As a result, changes needed to
be made. A small storage area was built at one end

of the structure and an entry vestibule
at the other end, to tie it together
with the traffic flow of the rest of the
space. The bathroom and pantry were
updated to better accommodate show
guests and clients.

With this layout, we were able to
make some of the rooms serve a dual
purpose. The entry vestibule doubles
as a separately conditioned equipment
and machine room area, dedicating
more of the larger room area to the
studio where Martha and Jordan now
spend most of their time. The completed
1,100 square -foot facility features a
main control room, a large glass record-
ing booth, a machine room, kitchenette,
bathroom and lounge. In the control
room, we allotted ample space for live
interviews and performances, as well as
recording musicians. Jordan can easily
monitor the show at the console while
the group is performing to the side.
The control room area is also large

4

,4,_,
_,,,.

'445-tudio Design ET Fallati
RAM Broadcast Systems builds studios for most of North
America's major networks, group stations, and news organ-
izations. RAM offers comprehensive studio design, fabri-
cation. systems integration, and components. Put RAM's 35
years of experience to work for you:

 Studio Design & Fabrication
 Broadcast Furniture
 Switchers
 Computers

www.ramsyscom.com
800.779.7575

 Pre -Wired Systems
 On -site Installation
 Racks
 And More!

RAM Broadcast Systems
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for your loyalty and support.

The demand for our audio processors has never been greater.
It's because of customers like you that make the OPTIMOD
the industry stalk

OPTIM
8500 6300 9400

NOW SHIPPING ALL MODELS WITHIN 30 DAYS!

-.-
MOBILE Elmo

televi

NOW BOOKING 2009 MOBILE BROADCAST LABORATORY TOURS
Please contact David Rusch at drusch@orban.com with your request for an appearance in your area.

Corporate Headquarters 7970 South Kyrene Road, Tempe, AZ 85284  (480) 403-8300  FAX (480) 403-8306  w'  orban com



Martha Quinn's RadioBu a
enough to accommodate a custom broadcast table for
multiple -guest, in -studio interviews.

We employed several different acoustical techniques
to ensure recordings would not be affected by outside
noise. The shell of the space was beefed up to improve

An isolation booth sits to the right of the mixing console.

sound transmission loss to and provide adequate isola-
tion from neighboring areas. Field fabricated acoustical
treatments were used for their superior control over sound
propagation in the room and for their clean look. We
used a combination of Part Science Space Arrays and

Space Couplers to distribute and
diffuse energy throughout the mix
position and improve surround
imaging. Due to the acoustical
constraints of the existing structure's

low ceilings, we deployed a Part
Science Space Coupler cloud
to improve the performance of
absorptive ceiling material and
to tame low -frequency energy at
the mix position.

As its namesake implies, another
element that played into the design
of RadioBu was the gorgeous
Malibu weather. Since it's beautiful
most of the year, everyone agreed
it would be great to work in the
rooms with the doors open. Not
wanting to compromise room isola-
tion, we decided to utilize space
planning to achieve our goal.
The entryways at each side of the
studio and control room areas act

ro. ake 4. anaao 3an araw c: a...a, aa. r or .211.33

USB FM -Scanning Receiver
Modulation and RDS Analyzer

Contact us at:
www.devabroadcast.com
sales@devabroadcast.com

/coon Occimg,T Prfo
This is a tool to evaluate FM broadcast band congestion and to log
station identification parameters. The "Band Scanner Pro" can measure
RF level, MPX deviation, Left & Right Audio levels, RDS and Pilot
injection levels. The system is powered by the USB port of any Windows
PC. Supplied free of charge Windows software sweeps the receiver
across the FM band, logging every carrier and generating a spectrum
display of carrier level vs. 'requency. It then analyzes each carrier and
creates a station list. Its interface is like a portable radio: It may be tuned
manually through the receiver screen or by double-clicking a point on
the spectrum plot or an entry on the station list. Spectrum plots may be
saved as jpg or bmp files The RDS data error level is graphed in a
separate window on the receiver screen. The program can be monitored
with headphones plugged into a standard 1 /8" jack.
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as sound traps when the doors are left open. It also al-
lows the cross breezes to cool the occupants and inspire
creative efforts. The outdoors was further incorporated
into the space by employing glass doors and numerous
punched openings to flood the control room, studio and
both entries with natural light.

When it came to selecting equipment for the space,
Jordan made the decisions. Since he would be using
everything for his work on Martha's show as well as
his own commercial composition work, he decided on
a 32 -channel Digidesign Icon D -Control ES with 48
channels of 10 for in/out, Aviom Pro 16 monitor mixing
system, API and Valve front end, a rack of vintage Even-
tide Clockworks, Sony DRE-S777 Convolution Reverb,
Precision Kinetics surround monitoring with PK Ubertones,
Genelec 1031 s, and Yamaha NS10 monitors, as well as
an ISDN setup from Telos. With the ISDN setup, Jordan
is able to conduct remote interviews and performances
with the Sirius studio in New York City and other studios
across the country.

For live performances and composition projects,
Jordan also incorporates his large collection of vintage
microphones (Neumann, AKG, Shure, and EA, vintage
guitars, synths, amps, drums and recording equipment. A
92" acoustically transparent screen with a Sony 1080p
projector was installed for Jordan's commercial work.
The addition of the Precision Kinetics custom surround
monitoring solution, craftPd to match the studio's produc-

tion needs, has made RadioBu the first studio in Malibu
to offer 7.1 monitoring.

Though we usually do not get involved with the actual
selection process of the equipment installed, our designs
always include detailed information regarding speaker
placement, console location, projection screen, projector
location and wire management. We worked directly with
Jordan on the placement of moveably racks, specific to
the equipment he owns, to avoid generating unwanted
reflection paths. All in -room rocks were specified to be
less than 3' tall and were typically located on either side
of the workstations for easy access.

The resulting space has been a huge success for
Martha and Jordan, meeting each of their individual
studio needs. In fact, RadioBu recently hosted its first

in -studio performance with Curt Smith and the other
Tears for Fears members. Because the band was able
to be in the same space as Jordan, it was easy for him
to monitor the performance while simultaneously giving
them their cues.

There will always be design challenges to overcome
with each and every new project we take on. For
RadioBu, we believe we met these challenges while
incorporating Martha and Jordan's specific needs
into the design of their new creative space while also
reflecting their lifestyle.

Russ Berger is President of Russ Berger Design Group, a design
and consulting flan, based in Addison, TX.

ifinviFTAK
What people are saying about Omnirax...

"Within a short amount of time Omnirax was able to
come up with a beautiful concept for our new studios."

"The Omnirax design makes these studios incredible
for talent and operators on both sides of the console.'

"Our furniture from you not only fit into our budget
and timeline, it was very well constructed and looked
beautiful. I expect to be outfitting many more
facilities with Omnirax..."

"I was impressed with the exceptional care given packaging
for shipment. A few very large and potentially
fragile components made it cross-country
completely unscathed"

"I wholeheartedly recommend Omnirax
to everyone."

P. 0. Box 1792 Sausalito, CA 94966
800.332.3393 415.332.3392
FAX 415.332.2607
www.omnirax.com info@omnirax.com

BROADCAST FURNITURE

Clemr Chimed, NYC 2009
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Tips, tricks, hints and more
Change in seasons

As the seasons change it is time to consider seasonal checks and fixes at
the transmitter site. The hazards of wildlife (plant and animal varieties) will

subside with the cooler weather. Just as in spring, it is a good idea to spray
around doors and windows with some wasp spray to deter these pests from
hibernating in the transmitter building. And since field mice and other vermin
will also seek refuge from the cold, any cracks or crevices should be sealed
to keep them out. As an extra measure, traps can be set to catch anything that
does find its way in, which will prevent trouble later on in the form of gnawed

wires and other vermin damage.

Landry is an audio maintenance
engineer at CBS Radio/
"lestwood One, New York.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline.com

The transmitter ventilation system should be in-
spected and all motors and dampers lubricated,
drive belts replaced and controls checked for

By John Landry, CSRE

proper operation. The intake and outlet tempera-
tures of the transmitter air should be measured and

noted for reference. Any filters in the system should
be cleaned or changed - bear in mind that foam
filters decay and fall apart. Consider swapping
these types of filters with either pleated paper
or fiberglass types; these are often more readily
available of hardware stores and home centers,
and are cheaper than foam types.

Run a security check: all gates, doors and other
points of entry should be locked with working locks.

Large sliding gates should be greased. Padlocks
can be weather -proofed by soaking them with
WD -40. This often prevents them from freezing
in the winter. Another old trick is to make a cover

for the lock out of a piece of a rubber inner
tube. Be sure all perimeter lighting is working

properly, and if they operate on a timer, reset
the turn -on time as the darkness falls earlier.

If the transmitter building has supplementary heat,
make sure there is fuel in the tank for it. If there is
a back-up generator it is time to make sure it, too
is winter,zed and has fuel.

Some cool tools
Extech Mini IR thermometer (Extech 42500):
This gun -type thermometer will read the surface

temperature of an object without touching it. It is

handy for finding hot spots inside a transmitter or for

finding bad components on a circuit board.
Steel letters and numbers (McMaster -Carr

8600T42): How many keys do you have? How
do you tell them apart? Labels wear off. Paint
sometimes works, but you need 80 different colors.
Manual etching is really tough on something so
small. These steel numbers and letters '/8" high will

allow easy identification of any keys. Just hold the
die and tap it with a hammer. For security reasons, I

never use call letters on the keys, but the last 4 digits

of the site phone number. And there is a jig that
will hold the die still (McMaster -Carr 86805777)
so the finished work will look better.

Paladin Tools long reach BNC extractor (Paladin
Tools 1907): Anytime you have a rack -mounted
piece of equipment, there is usually a BNC or F
connector on it you can't grab with your hand. This
long -handled tool will slide around the connector
and hook on. A slight twist will get it unhooked.

Automatic changeover
Abackup generator should be installed with an
automatic changeover switch and power loss

sensing relays. However, many installations may only

have a generator. Or in a few cases, a portable
home type generator can be used to keep a backup
transmitter of up to 1kW on. Remember there is no
excuse (even in an emergency) to disregard safety
practices. The loose wiring of even a small generator
to a power panel is not only unsafe but dangerous.
If not done properly, the generator can be destroyed

when the regular power comes back on. If you are
in one of these situations, there is a safe and quick
way to install a manual changeover.

Industrial disconnect switches are available from
Square -D and other electrical manufacturers in
sizes that can handle up to 100 amps. Many
are in enclosures. Simply wire the wiper of this
switch to the main circuit breaker panel (totaling
not more than the capacity of the switch), and
one side to the regular power and the other to
the generator. A status indicator for the regular
power should be installed. It con be as simple
as a relay plugged into an outlet, or if the site
will be stcffed during the outage, it can be an
incandescent bulb (compact fluorescent bulbs
should not be used since if the power comes
back under voltage they may not light).
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NEW full featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from A AKIS

ARC -10
ARC -101J unbalanced 51,599

ARC -108P balanced S2,495

If you thought that you

couldn't afford a new console,

then you can think again !

ARC -15
only

53,495

I Two stereo P-ogram output buses with mono mixdowns

I ID or 15 Input channels (optional 16 x 3 stereo remote selector)

1-5 high performance mic channels (optional 48V pwr)

II One Phone hybrid input channel far Live or Off-line

I Cue speaker with amp B Headphone amp for 8 ohms (or Hi -1)

Logic for source control or Talk studio / announce booth

www.arrakis-systems.com 970-461-0730

111=11111F-
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P.I. En sneering
X -keys Desktop By Chris Wygal

With the help of a PC or Mac, finishing nearly any type of project is
quicker and easier than ever before. Computers have increased
productivity, and the day-to-day use of laptops and desktops has

caused the repeated use of the same mouse clicks and keystrokes. Rummag-
ing through drop -down menus is slow and cumbersome, and while keyboard
tricks like CTRL+O can help speed things up and forego the use of menus,
imagine having one key that can trigger a command or start a macro. That
type of luxury and a few other handy features are now made available from
P.I. Engineering with the use of X -keys Desktop.

X -keys Desktop is a 20 -key, 4" x 7" USB keypad
that connects to any Windows 2000 or later PC
or Mac OS -X machine. By installing the supplied
Macroworks II (or Ikeys for Mac) software, the
keypad can be programmed to reduce commonly
used keystrokes or other repetitive tasks down to
the virtual touch of a button. Macroworks II installs
quickly and runs unobtrusively, displaying its icon
in the Windows taskbar, and allowing continual
programming and use of the keypad whenever
needed. The programming switch (on the side of

Performance at a glance
Quick USB
connectivity

Customizable labels

Compact size

Fast programming
and configuration

Eliminates difficult
keystrokes

Automates
repeated tasks

the unit) when pushed up, will open the device
programming window. Hitting a chosen button on
the pad, and then performing the desired keystroke
will record that action to the X -keys unit for future
use. As an example, since the term X -keys is used
repeatedly in this article, I programmed the left
uppermost button to type "X -keys" into the word
processing document each time that button is

pushed. I also programmed the next button over
to be the save button. Instead of finding and click-
ing the appropriate icon, or navigating the mouse
pointer to File -Save, I programmed the CTRL+S
keystroke into X -keys, and saving the file became
a one -button ordeal.

Opening commonly used programs is achieved
by accessing the device's programming window
and dragging an icon from the desktop to the
desired button on the X -keys keypad, as displayed
on -screen. likewise, files and folders can be
dragged from the Windows desktop or file struc-
ture onto a key to create a shortcut for opening
the file or folder. An Insert Menu also allows the
user to browse to files or folders and to create a
shortcut. Using this feature, a button will open a
user -defined file or folder. In the device program-
ming window, the Legend Maker will indicate
how each key on the unit is programmed. Fonts
and text colors can be selected, and the current
key layout can be printed. In hidden mode, the
device programming window will stay out of view
while programming each X -keys key.

Out of the box
Each Key has a removable clear plastic cover that

provides a protective covering for customizable
labels. The blank adhesive legend sheet stickers
can be written on, or a preprinted legend sheet
representing popular key strokes or commands is
available. X -keys Desktop has two programmable
layers; green being the primary layer, and red
being the second layer, allowing each of the 20
keys to pull double duty. Application Specific Lay-
ers can be created to allow certain keystrokes to
work only when using certain programs. The green
and red layers are most important for keystrokes
common to the operating system.

In audio editing environments where the same
computer -based processes and editing techniques
are repeated on a day-to-day basis, X -keys can
drastically cut down on menu navigation, key
strokes, and general mouse clicking. While it will
simulate a mouse button click, it will not simulate
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mouse movement. Pre -defined keyboard shortcuts
can be combined into a one -button macro com-
mand. As an example, in my favorite audio editing
software I have already designated the keystrokes
CTRL+D, H and N to perform the dynamics pro-
cessing, hard limiting and normalization steps
respectively on a typical voice file. Using X -keys,
one button tells each process to happen. The only
caveat is that each process may take, depending

P. 1 . Engineering
P 5 1 7-655-5523

W www.piengineering.com

E sales@piengineering.com

on the length of the file, three to four seconds to
complete. X -keys has a delay feature that will allow
a pause before continuing to the next keystroke.
So when editing a 30 -second voice file, dynamics
processing, hard limiting and normalizing each
take about three seconds. With that in mind, the
text string for the one -button command looks like
{ctrl+d}<return>[Delay 3.0]h<return[Delay. 3.0]
n<return>. The <return> command is

to start each process. Of course, this text
string does not have to be typed in. Let-
ting X -keys record each step is the most
practical way to store the macro.

fir we,ord tdat Macro

Me Insert Layer Mouse faUbnedle Help

tit eys1 <Return >

Edlt (pane ram ) Clear ox I Caned

The Record/Edit Macro
Window displays the text
strings that XKeys uses
in macro and keystroke
programming.

X -keys Desktop also has a repeat feature

that will repeat a keystroke or macro nu-
merous times at different rates. The user
selects a delay period and repeat rate.
When the key is first pressed, the macro is
fired. After the delay period, the macro is
repeated at the rate specified until the key
is released. The X -keys Desktop is pack-
aged with Iwo vertical double keys and

one horizontal double key. Double
keys allow for multi -key functionality.

it also has a key puller for removing
single keys for the installation of
double keys.

Devices that speed up and make
our daily tasks easier to manage are
becoming more and more popular.
While these devices are fun, they
are usually less than practical, and
certainly not necessarily productive.
The X -keys Desktop is a practical
and fun device that makes lengthy,
repetitive and routine keystrokes as
simple as a push of a button.

Wygal is the programmer, engineer
and Web designer for WRVL in Lynch-
burg, VA.

Editor's note: Feld Reports are an exclusrve Ra
do magazine feature for radio broadcasters. Eacr
repcxt is prepared by %ell -qualified staff at a rado
station, production facility or ccnsultng company.

These reports are performed by the industry.
for the ndustry. Manufacture' support e inited
to providing loan equipment and to aidng the
author if requested.

Ft is the responsibility of Racko magazine to pub.
the results of any device testad, positive or negatzve. Nu ruport should be
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Desktop

the Device Programming
Window allows for easy
on -screen setup of the
XKeys Desktop.

The FCC EAS compliance clock starts next year*
Will you be ready?

CAP compliance will soon be a requirement. The new Digital ENDEC meets all of the
FCC 's requirements for the updated EAS system. And so much more.

 AES/EBU digital and analog outputs
 LAN Connection, securely control via web browser from anywhere
 CAP -ready Text to speech included
 Plug compatible with the original ENDEC
 Software in FLASH (no more ROMs)
 Logging via network printer, USB printer, email or web page, No more

Strip Printer.
 Downloadable software upgrades

Visit us at booth 430 at the NAB Radio show or contact your distributor

ffiff_w = ALERTING SYSTEMS
The most trusted name in EAS

800 Westchester Avenue
Suite 64 IN

Rye Brook N.Y. 10573
Phone (914) 872-4069

E-mail: info@sagealertingsystems.com
Web:www.sagealertingsystems.com

,;nnouncement from FEMA 7/30/2008: FEMA announced today its intention to adopt during the first quarter of calendar year 200,.
an alerting protocol in line with Common Alerting Protocol (CAP) 1.1... Participants in the EAS, including broadcasters and state and
Loll emergency managers, will he required to he in compliance with CAP I I standard within PIO days of its formal adoption by FEMA
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Armstrong
x -1000B By Terry Suggs

/provide contract engineering services to a lkW Christian station in
Norfolk, VA. For several years, the station needed to replace its transmit-
ter. Ongoing repairs to the old one became a problem because it was

difficult to obtain the necessary parts. After several bouts with this problem,
we discovered that the company providing the parts was going out of busi-
ness. This is when the search began to find a replacement.

At first, I was a reluctant to consider Armstrong because I was not familiar
with the company's products, but after an extensive search, Armstrong offered
the best in pricing and packaging. The transmitter was shipped within a week

and installation was seamless.
The Armstrong X -1000B transmitter is a compact

solid-state AM transmitter that can provide up to
1 kW of RF power. The dual 600W RF modules
provide some extra headroom for up to 1.2kW

Performance at a glance
Up to 1 kW output

HD Radio compatible

Three power level
settings

Greater than
90 percent RF PA

efficiency

Up to 150 percent
positive modulation

Occupies 7RU

output. The modules can be removed while the
transmitter is operating to keep the station on the
air. The unit can be set for three different preset
power levels. The modules are capable of up to
150 percent positive modulation.
Each module has a power indicator to show it

is operating. The transmitter itself has indicators
to show the presence of the bipolar 20V power
supplies and a VSWR and interlock fault. A rotary
knob selects the power level setting (high, medium,
low), or it can be placed in the remote position
to change power remotely.

The front -panel multimeter shows PA voltage and
current, forward and reflected power, audio level
in and the power output of each RF amplifier.
The rear panel includes the 600 ohm active

balanced audio input, the ac power connection
(190V to 260Vac) and circuit breaker, the RF
output on an N connector, the external RF input
to inject a digital signal, and the DB-25 remote
control connector.

Installation and operation
Because of its small size (7RU), the transmitter

can easily fit in an equipment rack. The same rack
could house the station's audio processors and
other equipment as well. It weighs 96 pounds,
so it should not be mounted too high in the rack
or the rack could tip. Likewise, I would not mount
it too lcw to keep it away from the floor, where
it could take in excessive dirt and dust.

One feature that caught my eye is that there are
no air filters on the intake. The transmitter relies
on the surrounding air to be clean. Because of
this, it's important to clean the unit as needed
to maintain proper cooling and air flow. The
transmitter itself is very easy to work on. All parts
are easily accessible, and the pull-out RF amps
simplify access.

The transmitter has built-in lightning protection on
the RF output. To function properly, two ground
connections must be made: One for the electrical
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The removable
RF modules can be pulled
and inserted while the
transmitter is on the air.

ground and one for the RF ground. These must be
terminated at the grounding stud mounted on the
back of the transmitter.

All routine maintenance is outlined in the owner's
manual, which I found to be well organized and
complete. I have only encountered one problem

FIELD REPORT

Armstrong Transmitter
P 315 673 1269

W www.armstrongtx.com

E sales@armstrongtx.com

wi h the transmitter when the power
supply developed a problem after
six months of use. When I contacted
Armstrong, arrangemerts were
made to send a replacement by
overnight delivery.

I also like the 24 -hour, free techr ical

support from Armstrong. If a problem
arises that I am not certain how to

fix, a phone call is al'. it takes.

Suggs is the owner of TL Communications, Norfolk, VA.

Editor's note: Feld Reports are an exclusive Radio magazine feature
for radio broadcasters Each report e prepared by well-qualifed staff at
a radio station, production facility or consutting company.

These reports are performed by the industry, fix the industry. Manu-
facturer support is limited to providing ban equipment and to aiding the
author if requested.

It is the responsibility of Radio magazine to publish the results of any,
device tested, positive or negative. No report should be considered a,
endorsement or disapproval by Radar magazine.
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The new AudioScience ASI8921 tuner adapter packs 8 radio tuners nto a single

6.6" PCI card. That's half the space (and half the power) of older analog tuner

cards. Keep tabs on up to 8 AM or FM channels simultaneously, including
RDS/RDBS info, all from a single antenna input. Monitor or record in KM and
MPEG-1 layer2 and MPEG-1 Layer 3 (MP3). Eight not enough? Install Jp to 8 cards

in one system. Windows XP/Vista and Linux drivers available. To fin i out more

about our small wonder, call +1-302-3244333 or go to vormaudioxience.com.

galTIOAR90,40C4f7) www.audioscience.com 4 .lid.
wi

OUTDOOR DUMMY LOADS

1

6600 Series
Convection -Cooled Resistor Loads

Available in 6kW, 12kW & 20kW Power Ratin
Ideal or HD Applications
No AC Power Required

ONIC RESEARCH INC.
. Box 24.9 Yellville, Arkansas 72687
70-449-4093 Fax: 870-449-6000

E-mail: altronic@mtnhome.com
Web Site: http://www.altronic.com
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PCI network sound card
Digigram

LX1616ES: Little sister to the LX6464ES
sound card, which can exchange

simultaneously 64 channels
from and 64 channels to
an Ethersound network, the
LX1616ES can transmit and

receive up to 16 Ethersound
channels, thus connecting com-

puter -based audio applications to
a 100Mb/s Ethersound network via

a single CATS cable. The LX1616ES is a
suitable choice for direct -to -disc applications
that don't necessarily require as many as 64
channels, but still require maximum flexibility

to play and/or record selected ES -100 audio
channels using a single CATS cable. A scaled -
down version of the LX6464ES, 1X1616ES offers
an ideal starting point for price -sensitive applica-
tions, particularly since it can be upgraded on
the fly from a 16/16 channel count to 32/32,
48/48 up to 64/64 through firmware updates.
The combination of a PC equipped with an
LX1616ES soundcard and an Ethersound-enabled
digital mixing console results in a powerful and
cost-effective multitrack recorder.

703-875-9100; www.digigram.com
input@digigram.com

Recording microphone
AKG

C 214: The C 214 offers
a single -capsule, cardioid-
only design that delivers
similar performance to the
dual -capsule C 414, but
with only one diaphragm.
Thanks to its 20dB at-
tenuation pad and AKG's
ultra -low noise electronic
design, the C 214 can
be used in sound fields as
high as 156dB SPL. The C
214 features an integrated
capsule suspension system
that minimizes chassis -borne
noise and resonances for even
greater sonic accuracy. The C
214's double mesh, all -metal

grille protects the capsule and ensures high
Rc immunity without affecting acoustical
performance. The C 214 has road -tough
construction quality with a modern scratch -
resistant finish, a dent -resistant, metal grille
and a gold-plated XLR-type output. It comes
complete with a spider -type shock mount,
windscreen and metal carrying case.

818-920-3212; www.akg.com
akgasa@harmaccom

Guying systems
Phillystran
HPTG-I: A substitute for metal guy wire cables, Phillystran manufactures fiber ropes, strands and braids from fibers such
as Kevlar, Twaron, Technora, Vectran, Spectra, Dyneema and Zylon. Tower guys can be installed for use with break
strengths up to 252,000 lbs. with cable diameters ranging from 0.17" to 2.08".

215-368-6611; www.phillystran.com; info@philystran.com

Tabletop CD player
Stanton Magnetics

C.324: The C.324 is designed for DJs who want to scratch CDs like vinyl. It

features MP3 and CD audio playback with onboard file and folder brows-
ing, onboard pattern and real-time sequencer for drum machine-syle

performances, seven on -board digital effects, and a sleek slot loading
CD mechanism with LED for quick loading of CDs into the unit in
low -light situations. The C.324 has added responsive trigger pads
that offer real-time sample/loop sequencing. This means that trigger
patterns can now be recorded in real time and looped instantaneously.

Drum machine -style sequencing effects also bring a new twist to live DJ
remixing. Using the C.324, sequences can be created in seconds compared

to minutes using drum machines.
954-929-8999; www.stantonmagnetics.com; info@stantomnagnetics.com
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CD/DVD duplicator
Disc Makers

Forte: The Forte is a stand-alone unit
that does not require a computer. Its
20x DVD±R/40x CD -R drive features
a 25 -disc input/output capacity. The
machine boasts a 160GB hard drive
that stores up to 31 full-size DVD im-
ages. Throughput is 7 DVDs or 14 CDs
per hour. Its small footprint and quiet
operation make the machine suitable
for any wot L  ice size

856-661-5532

www.discmakers.com
andre@discmakers.com

Acoustic ceiling tiles
Auralex Acoustics

T-Coustic: Auralex's acoustic Ceiling
Tiles can easily be installed into new
and existing drop and suspending ceil-
ing grids, and are ideal for upgrading
in -room sound quality by controlling
ambient noise and reducing noise trans-
mission. The fabric -faced acoustical
panels, which are available in standard
ceiling grid sizes, can be customized
in terms of size and thickness to meet
any project's requirements. With an
overall noise ratio coefficient of 0.80,
Ceiling Tiles are available in standard
white and black color options. The tiles
are also available in custom colors on
sr. request

317-842-2600; www.auralex.com
auralexinfok*auralex.com

COMPLETE
NEWS PRODUCTION
FOR RADIO.

Burli is a computer newsroom system
specifically designed for radio with tools
to let you gather, edit. manage. share and
deliver the news.

newswire ingest and management.
including rss and xml feeds

digital audio ingest, editing and
p.ay-to-air

radio prompter

shared news production across
bureaus, newsrooms, groups

one -click podcasting

fast indexed searching

complete news archive

Burli's reliability, ease -of -use and state-
of-the-art features make it the choice
of both small -market stations and the
world's leading all -news radio cperations.

TO FIND OUT HOW BURLI CAN WORK
FOR 'TOO...

www.burli.com infoPburb.com
+1.6C4.684.3140
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AAudemat®
Broadcastinglnnovation

www.goldeneagle-hd.com
Miami, FLU Tel 305 249 3110
ussales@audemat-aztec. corn
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XtremeSat Audio... NEW PRODUCTS
...allows Radio stations to do a
remote broadcast without the need
of ISDN or Phone connections in
the field. With the push of a button,
the system will calculate the GPS
coordinates in relation to the satellite,
lock on the satellite and be ready to
transmit studio quality audio over
IP within 5 minutes. The system can
also be used for high speed internet
connectivity, VoIP and Data.

i(tremeSat
Contact: Sales@xtremesat.net
Phone: 800-345-8728

YOUR

',OREAmos,
CCEz=zzi

Presenting the Armstrong Transmitter X -1000B
Bring major market sound to
your radio station with the dual,
hot-swappable 600 Watt RF modules
capable of 150% modulation in
Armstrong Transmitter's X -1000B,
(1KW HD & DRM ready AM transmitter).

Engineered with the latest technology
advances, X -1000B offers high
reliability and built-in redundancy.
Get ready to save money while
improving your sound and reliability.
Call us today!

ARMSTRONG
TRANSMITTER CORPORATION

Tel 315-673-1269 A sales@armstrongtx.com  www.armstrongtx.co

Light duty refastenings
Rip Tie

Rip Wrap: Rip -Tie Rip Wrap can
be used to bundle low voltage cables
instead of nylon wire ties or tape. Many
manufacturers are recommending soft -
hold hook -and -loop ties for use with
sensitive data cables. These ties are
very inexpensive and weather resistant.
Continuous and perforated rolls are avail-
able. Polyester construction makes this
wrap ideal for outdoor installations.

800-348-7600; www.riptie.com
sales@riptie.com

Equipment rack
APW Mayville

Glide and Turn: The Stantron Glide
and Turn rack, features all -steel construc-

tion and is ideal for professional A/V
applications. It is an excellent choice
for professional facilities and consumer
applications where the user prefers to
keep the rack hidden from view when
not in use. The rack is designed to fit
into a wall as part of the architectural
design, or inside a closet, although it
can be positioned virtually anywhere.
The upper part of the rack slides out
in a cantilevered manner, and can be
rotated to reach the back of the rack
where the bulk of the cabling and con-
nections reside. Available in sizes from
10RU to 30RU, all Glide and Turn racks
can accommodate 19" rack -mountable
equipment and can accommodate all
of Stantron's standard 19" rack -mount
0,k/es arr,,scr,ripc rind fill,=r nrinpls
800-558-7297; www.apwmayville.com
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Three -sided on -air light
Markertek

Three-way Light: This three three -
sided on -air light, which allows a full
180 degree view of the light when lit
is available in 110Vac and 12Vdc con-
figurations. The 12Vdc model features
LED strips and is 3.125"W x 5"H x

800-522-2025; www.markertek.com
sales@markertek.com

High -power tetrode
Thales Broadcast
and Multimedia
TH 394: This tetrode, intended for

market, is specifically designed for the
combined broadcast of digital and
analog signals for IBOC. The use of
air-cooling simplifies transmitter produc-
tion, while reducing maintenance costs.
The TH 394 tetrode delivers average
analog power of 25kW, and average
digital power of 2.5kW in combined
broadcast mode with 10 percent IBOC.
It offers 66kW of peak power.
413-569-0116; www.thales-bm.com

mricher@thales-bm.com

Laser -engraved panels
Laser Panels
Custom equipment panels: A
custom project can look like a profes-
sional job when a clean connector
panel is part of it. Laser Panels can cut
and engrave metal panels to complete
the finished look of any project, whether
it's a custom rack panel, and outlet/
gang box cover or the faceplate for a
hand -made device. Available in several
anodized metal colors or stainless steel,
the panel engraving is filled in white.
Brushed finishes and other options are
available.
877-348-4300; www.laserpanels.com

info@laserpanels.com

For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First'
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

From practice spaces to professional recording studios, we can help
you get the materials you need to fit your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams, fiberglass panels. diffusers. bass
and corner traps. vibration control. acoustical wall fabrics. ceiling tiles,
modular enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

Toll Free 1.888-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Four independent channels of
intelligent audio gain control

Inodonics has packaged 'our channels 3f
smoo-h-sounding audio eveling into a
single rack space. The four channels may be
used separately for microphone and phone -
line leveling, or may be selectively linked
for c ual-stereo or spli- mono/stereo
program audio control.

A unique combination of peak and
average response to program dynamics
combines the gain -riding utility of a gated
AGC with the tight peak control of a fist
limiter. This particular combination of long -
and short-term level correction yields

[.;:,......1
.2. 4:-.,).:

cc nsistent subjective loudness without
resorting to excessive dynamics com-
pression that can lead to listener fatigue.

Operation of the 264 is entirely program
controlled, and user adjustments have
been restricted to a bare minimum for
quick, set -and -forget installation. Operating
entirely within the analog domain, the 264
utilizes colorless Class -D (PWM) technology
fcr stable and transparent operation.

The 264 also provides alarm tally outputs
to signal a 'dead air' or out -of -limits
condition for each of the four channels.

1111111111.11111111111111111111k

 '4.4'4.'1 1-1;". . .;-' ..
. INOVONICS

Ingenious solutions at Incniconicswww.inovon.com 1305 Fair Ave  Santa Cruz. CA 95060
TEL 1831) 458.0552  FAX (831) 458-0554
wwwinovon corn  e-mail infoalnovon corn
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Digital recorder for Ipod
Alesis
Pro Track: Pro Track provides convenient,
direct-to-Ipod stereo digital recording in a

portable, handheld form. Users can cap-
ture live audio anywhere and anytime.

Pro Track's smart design integrates
*k. !pod into the recorder, with

,)eludes sleds to securely
mount supported models.

Two high -quality con-
denser microphones
are built-in, fixed in XY

stereo configuration for
high quality field record-

ing. Pro Track also offers a
pair of combination XLR ' /4" inputs

for connection of external microphones and
line sources. When running on plug-in power
using the included adapter, Pro Track supplies
48V phantom power for power condenser
microphones

800-5-ALESIS; www.alesis.com
info@alesis.com

NAGRA LB
Two channel digital audio recorder

Bluetooth / Ethernet / USB 2.0
IdAt

file transmission
Full audio editing system

- Internal flash & removable compact flash
Pre -record buffer

110  "Hot Swap" card capable
Linear PCM, MP2, MP3 recording

AES Booth =728

Sales: 800 813-1663
MILwww.nagraaudio.com

NEW!

www.RadioMagOnline.com

Compact stereo
headphone amplifier
Henry Engineering

MUL77PNONES MINI POD

11,1

ON VOLUME NIIIIAOPHOEs

Multiphones Minipod: Multiphones Mini-
poa is a compact nec.aapnone amplifier that can
easily be installed just about anywhere. Minipod
is small and lightweight with rounded corners,
perfect for mounting under a countertop. Even if
bumped into, it won't scratch clothing or legs. It

can be used as part of a Multiphones network
or as a stand-alone headphone amp. A multi -
listener network of Minipods can be built without
a Multiphones Master unit: Just use CAT -5 cables
to daISV-Chain them tone!her

626-355-3656; www.henryeng.com
info@henryeng.com

Worried about
Translator Hijacking?

Keep cheap FM repeaters for satellite radio
and MP3 players from overpowering your
translator source with inappropriate content.

With an RD10 RBDS Receiver/Decoder at
each translator you can automatically mute
the translator if your signal has been hijacked
or overcome through atmospheric skip.

viaRadiO
(321) 242-0001
www.viaRadio.com
info@viaRadio.com

viaRadio Corporation
Specializing in RDS/RBDS solutions
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Find the mic
winner
July issue
Congratulations to

Trent Muldrow
of Inner City Broadcastsing,

Columbia, SC. His name was
rawn from the correct entries
for the July issue. He won a

. Heil Sound PR -30 from
Heil Sound.

1

I. Ifti. WI

"

The mic icon was
in a newspaper

; clipping on the
bulletin board.

41No purchase necessary. For comple
rules, go to RadioMagOnline.com.

-t -for
www.heilsound.com

NEW PRODUCTS

File transfer software
Applied Answers
File Genius: File Genius replaces insecure FTP and e-mail file transfers.
All intuitive Interface works through q Web browser and does not require
set up, hosting or maintenance. It provides security for all environments:
SSL encryption, SHA hashed file directories, no password storage, no
cookies, a proxy file system for layers of security, no FTP or other protocol
port access, no session pages published all over the Web with links to
download files and hidden site addresses that cannot be found in search
engines or explorers. There are alsc no usage limits.

888-753-2245; appliedanswers.:om; inquiries@appliedanswers.com

Sleeving machine
BTX

Expand -on: This patent -
pending machine elimi-
nates the tedious process
of applying expandable
sleeving to a cable bundle.
Designed to work with cable
bundles of nearly any length and
sleeving ranging from 1/2" to 13/2", this machine
reduces the time it takes to apply expandable sleeving
from hours to a few minutes

800-666-0996; www.btx.com; info@3i-tronics.com

kLIT
F!,-&ry

/4 *4

Don't take a chance with your timing needs. Trust the name broadcasters
have counted on for precision master clocks and timing -related products
for over 35 years-ESE. Our products accurately synchronize broad:ast
operations using a choice of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal or line
frequency for affordable, reliable, perfect time.

Visit www.ese-web.com to witness world -class timing systems that are
designed for easy installation, set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street

El Segundo. CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127

www.ese-web.com
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USB cardloid condenser
microphone
Audio-Technica

AT2020 USB: The new
A12020 USB offers studio -
quality articulation and intelligi-
bility. It plugs into a computer's
USB port. The AT2020 USB is
based on the design of Audio-
Technica's AT2020 cardioid
condenser microphone. Like
the AT2020, it features a
low -mass diaphragm, custom -
engineered for extended
frequency response and su-
perior transient response.
Audio-Technica's state-of-the-
art design and manufacturing

techniques ensure that the microphone complies
with the company's renowned consistency and
reliability standards.

330-686-2600; www.audio-technica.com
sales@atus.com

Master clock generator
Drawmer

ear.
Zile!

dIC

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

M -Clock Lite: The Drawmer M -Clock Lite
is a simple, high quality AES Grade 1 master
dock generator. It offers a streamlined and
future -proof clock that syncs to rates up to
384kHz with an accuracy to 2ppm. In ad-
dition to the internal precision word clock, an
external clock input allows the user to select
an alternative clock source without having to
re-route clock cables. M -Clock Lite features
10 word clock outputs, eight at the rear plus
two on the front panel for easy access when
the unit is rack -mounted.

702-365.5155
www.drawmerusa.com

sales@transaudiogroup.com

SW C F©
3-0RX
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Automatically switches between two AES Digital Audio signals or a stereo analog signal.

Analyzes digital signal errors (CRC. bit. framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable
TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES 800.806.8851 WWW.TITUSLABS.COM

Check Out Our Family Of Consoles... 20 versions available!

MX8R List $5,200)

MX18E List $8,600)

DYNAMAX consoles have been a
reliable product for small to medium

sized Radio Stations since 1991.

 6 to18 channel configurations
 24 or 36 inch wide frames
 2" or 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo

and two Mono)
 Metering for all 4 Outputs
 2 - 4X1 auxiliary inputs standard
 Mic preamp on first two channels}

SAN DIES

MX8L List $5,200

215-547-2570 DYNAIVIAX
www.sandiesusa.com MX SERIES

41111114,

MX12L List $6,300
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Optical recording media products
Falcon Technologies International
Falcon Media Pro: FTI has created a full line of recordable CD -R, DVD-R and Blu-ray discs to accommodate a wide range
of needs and applications. Flagship FTI technologies contributing to the company's performance advantage include a 24k gold
reflective layer that gives its CD -R and
DVD-R media an archival life spans of
more than 300 and 100 years, respec-
tively, Ultra Hard Coat IUHCI scratch
resistance protection, printable disc
surface options of unmatchable quality,
and ultra -performance inorganic alloy

, -
+971 7 244 6943; www.falconrak.com

Automation controllers
Actiontec Electronics

Zcontrol: While
originally designed for
home use to centrally
manage electronics
such as lights, security
cameras, thermostats,
motion detectors, and
other devices, this
control gateway can
be adapted for remote
sites as well. Zcontrol
will allow users to
control all devices

through a common interface or the Internet.
The first generation of the Zcontrol will be
a stand-alone unit that can be accessed by
PC or cellphone. Additional versions will be
integrated into Actiontec's wireless routers
and DSL gateways.

408-752-7700; www.actiontec.com

D wergold
Intelligent Music Scheduling Soft -watt'

Find out why POWERCOLD's innovative features are making better radio
for programmer. around the world.

Get it right.
Every schedule.

Every time.

WWI ooN0913\c"°rn VIP@powergold.com

sales@powergold.com 40-1 S70 0033 501.821.1123

10111111.

www.nautel.com/expectmore/

More engineers.
More innovations.
More award winning
introductions.

Learn More
at www.nautel.com/exr,.,-f;'ll'r

naut-Ei
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Audio distribution amp
Axel Technology

Parrot: The Parrot is a high performance audio
distribution amplifier with one stereo input and eight
stereo outputs. It features both XLR-balanced and
RCA outputs, which are individually buffered. Audio
input is via XLRs. Using internal jumpers, the Parrot

can be re -configured as a 1x16 distribution amp.
With a stereo input, the Parrot can output mono or
stereo signals, depending on the individual setting
of each output pair. Each balanced output stage
incorporates high -current line drivers capable to
always deliver optimal signals to a number of loca-
tions even down long cable runs and with low load
impedance. Parrot features a hardware bypass (via
relay), which connects the input pair to the output

yta, in rricp of nc rnwer fniltirp
+39 51 736555; www.axeltechnology.com

info@axeltechnology.com

T) New Model 81030
 LCD Display
- Quick Reading
- Accurate Reading

 100mW-10kW
-Standard Elements
-2 to 2300 MHz

 Watts or dBm
-Microcontroller

 Portable
-Rechargeable

 Rugged
- No Moving Needle

 High Value
-Competitive Price

Coaxial
Dynamics

Tel: 440-243-1100 email: sales@coaxial.com
Fax: 440-243-1101 web: www.coaxial.com

5.1 surround sound
production library
Blastwave FX
Revolver: This all -

'n -one collection of
1,000 hi -definition
5.1 surround sound
imaging elements,
compositions, drones
and trailers are distrib-
uted on six DVDs. Each

sound was originally
recorded at 24 -bit 96kHz to ensure the highest

quality then delivered as 24 -bit 48kHz broad-
cast WAV files. And each file comes as an
additional MP3 for quick referencing. Revolver
is a click -and -drag library that is conveniently
cataloged with embedded metadata for easy
search and retrieval in Pro Tools, Avid, Sound
Miner, Net Mix 'tunes and other popular
sound library s engines.

www.blastwavefx.com
info4blastwavesfx.com

Don't Be Late!
Register today for

Safety Training from RSI!
 RF Site Safety Awareness"
 Telecom Construction Safety"
 Train the Trainer"

Introducing the new online completely customizable RF Safety
Plan. OSHA states workers in our industry have one of the most
dangerous occupaticns in the country. Why wait any longer to get
your company a much needed RF safety program? RSI can help.

S8S-830-5648
www.rsicorp.com

Visit us at PCIA booth 716

Contact us
today for

solutions to
all your
safety
needs!
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MC DA- 1 12: The MCDA-1 1 2
can generate a perfect sync
reference of 32, 44.1, 48,
88.2, 96, 176.4 or 192kHz,
or can accept and regenerate
an external reference to feed its 12 individually buffered BNC outputs. The MCDA-1 12 accepts AES,
Word Clock or Super -Word Clock as external inputs and provides Word Clock or Super -Word Clock
at its outputs. Front -panel controls and indicators inc'ude External Clock Format Select, Sample Rate
Select, Output Clock Format Select, Input Termination, Clock Source and Front Panel
Lock. The MCDA-1 12 derives its internal clock reference from a 24MHz precision
oscillator and divides down to produce the output clock, thus minimizing errors, rather
than multiplying up from 44.1 or 48kHz. A VCO receiver system regenerates input
clock signals to remove anomalies and insure an ultra -low jitter output.

800-922-8001; www.atioudio.com; sales@atiaudio.com

Studio master clock
ATI Group

USB-equipped mixers
Allen & Heath

0.0.2321
..... -

.11 tri-
r

Zed 4 -Bus series: Similar to the
smaller Zed -14, the 4 -Bus series
features the same high performance
Duo Pre padless preamp, which is
a quality microphone circuit and an
optimized line input circuit, rather than
one pre -amp handling both mic and line
signals. It uses a two -stage design with
carefully controlled amounts of gain in
each stage, offering high headroom
and a low noise, clean signal path.
The Zed 4 bus series has a responsive
four -band, two -swept mids EQ with in/
out switch, six aux sends (two pre, two
post, two pre/post), four sub groups,
direct outputs on each mono chan-
nel, separate L, R and M main buses,
100mm long throw faders, two matrix
outputs, and a talkback facility to auxes
or LRM. The connectors are placed on
the top surface for easy plug-in and
patching, and the construction, with
individual circuit boards nutted to the
top panel, is identical to Allen & Heath's
professionnl tc,tirinn miYorq

800-431-2609
www.allen-heath.com/US

UPGRADES and UPDATES 1
Axia Audio has released version 2.5.2g
,oftware for is family of analog and AES/
EBU Auclic Nodes. Version 2.5.2g intro-
duces Mono Mode, continuous software
-rnonitorinc, visual identification of al-
located sour..:es and front -panel hardware
volume control for Router Selector Nodes.
(www.axiaaLdio.com)...BW Broadcast
has acquired Danagger Audio Works and
the Plan B line of dead -air prevention
devices. ENV will work with Danagger to
design a sores of new products, including
an updated version of the Plan B. Support
for legacy Plan B products will De handled
by Danagger. (www danaggercom) .
V -Soft has developed a system that al-
lows a user to gain authentication through
an online Web server in addition to the
physical local or network key. With this
option, if a key is stolen or lost, V -Soft
would disable the missing key .dn the Web
server and issue a new key with a new
number. (vvww.v-soft.com)
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DA795 Digital
Audio Analyzer

°ii
Now You

Can Solve
Digital Audio

Problems!
We Can Help!

1.605.339.0100
1.800.736.2673

sales@sencore.com

www.sencore.com/products/da795.htm

Tower Lighting
Inst'SabbnMaintenapeerrRepair

1°bfto".-m--411k., (931) 648-8414

www.strobetech.corn
Discount Code

051408
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READER FEEDBACK

Kudos
on EAS

www.RadioMagOnline.com

While sitting in an airport I read your viewpoint in the June issue. I

agree with your statements about the engineers against the owners, I
also agree that it will be the engineers that will be expected to make

EAS work, so why should they not have a hand in developing the replacement
system? As the EAS chairman for Central Indiana, I know how much time goes
into making a broken system work. We did it originally 15 years ago when
EAS came around and then again to adapt Amber into the system.

Thanks for bringing the new EAS to the top of mind for many people in our
industry who keep forgetting that we are here to serve the public first (especially

in times of disaster) and to make money for our
shareholders/companies second.

Dan Mettler
senior VP engineering, Central/NE Region

Clear Channel Radio

VIEWPOINT cscFEREPtoRADomAcoNuNE

The next step
in EAS
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This is one of the best commentaries [June 2008
Viewpoint] about radio's role in EAS that I have ever
read. It could not have been written any clearer.

Bobby Adams
president/CEO

GSS Net

A bad idea
I think this promotion for a $50 rebate by the

HD Radio Alliance is very ill conceived. The
problem I have with the rebate program is that
it requires the consumer to 1) have a cell phone
and be willing to reveal its number, and 2) have
texting service on that cell number, and send a
text message to Ibiquity.

This application then opens the consumer to (in
the Alliance's words) up to three promotional text
messages a week from the Alliance. This is revealed
in the fine print, but nowhere called out boldly.
There is no alternate method for the $50 rebate
according to the folks at 866-915-2797 who are
managing the promotion for the Alliance.

So what's my beef? Well, they have the right to
set the rules as they see fit. But, one has to dig
in the fine print to see the targeting by text ads.
I think this is deceptive. It seems counterproduc-
tive to me, to engender all that ill will once folks
started receiving those ads. Additionally, if this
is a promotional campaign, these restrictive rules
leave out a large number of potential buyers of
the radios. Just think of all the older folks out
there that could benefit with additional radio
programming, but don't have cell phones, or
cell phones with texting.

If HD Radio is to ever succeed, then it needs
the broadest base of users, not a narrowly tar-
geted subset.

Bart Cannistra

Advancement in Radio Technolog

A W A R U S

Sept. 18, 2008
6 p.m.

Sullivan's
Steakhouse

300 Colorado St.
Austin, TX

You're Invited!
Radio magazine will host a
reception for the first -ever

ART Awards at the
NAB Radio Show and we

want to see you there!
Find out who won, catch
up with old friends, and

enjoy some complimentary
drinKs and appetizers. Bring

your NAB Radio Show
badge to enter.

-MU
SP...n.8

emboli cr1

Radii)
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Broadcast Software
Radio Automation
1-3-11,1 A 'A
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Simian - radio automation
and digital play out system

SkimmerPlus - professional
audio logging and skimming

CD Ripping

IA yr. qr. r.

-I-
 -AA ern

ILA, MAIN

NA*

Speedy- professional CD to
PC ripping and file tagging

Stinger- instant acess to
288 'rapid fire' audio files

1-888-274-8721
www.bsiusa.com

WaveCart - the original
can -screen cart machine

Full PC Systems

Complete PC systems -
with hardware and music

Music Library

MjsicStore - thousands of
ready to play (tagged) songs

AudioScience - built for
broadcast, pro souni cards

Broadcast Software International
503 E. llth Avenue
Eugene, OR 97401 USA
Direct: 541-338-8588
Fax: 541-338-8656
www.bsiusa.com sales@bsiusa.com

Trigger & Relay Devices -
for GPI/0 & remote control



READER FEEDBACK vvww.RadioMagOnline.com

A little extra
padding

Yesterday, I was work-
ing on a cue tone de-
coder system. I have a
stack of Digiciper IRDs
that have a cue tone
out but the signal is way
too hot for the DTMF
decoder. I was feeding
the signal into an analog
audio DA and had the
gain jumper at -12dB
which was still too hot.

I needed another 10dE or so of attenuation but I
needed it at 600 ohms input and output. After a
Google search I found the pad calculator in the
Engineer's Notebook a' RadioMagOnline corn.

I ran the requirements through the calculator, went
to the annex 'o get the ports, put it together and it
works perfectly. Thanks for the great resource.

Chris Spacone
Global Digital Media Exchange

GALLERY

Perfect on IP
Just finished the great article on IPV6 in the

August issue. There was a lot of info in a little
space. Overall, the perfect size article and a
wonderful topic.

Please forward my appreciation to Kevin Mc-
Namara as well if you don't mind.

Barry Thomas, CPBE CBNT
president

Society of Broadcast Engineers

Correction
The table of contents in the
August 2008 issue inccorectly
identified the author of the PRN
Facility Showcase. The article was
written by Harrill Hamrick. The
correct byline was listed on the
article itself.

High -Power ATUs

DA Systems

AM Antenna Solutions
Reach Farther, Sauna Better!

LBA is your trusted supplier 'or IBOC-ready AM antenna
systems. .7 -or over 40 years we have been designing and
manufacturing reliable Directional Antenna Systems,
ATU's, Multiplexers, Combiners, Cellular/PCS Colocation
Isolators, and RF Components for all power le..els.

Choose an LBA system and join thousands cf satisfied
broadcasters in the US and wprldwidel

LBA can design, manage, install and finance your com-
plete RF project. Ca I us for a free technical consultation!

Factor, Dealer For:

DiplexerrT nplexer
Systems

RF Components

LBA Technology, Inc.
3400 Tupper Drive, Greenvil e, NC 27834

800-522-4464 / 252-757-0279 Fax 252-752-9155

www.LBAGrotip.com SINE 1963

KilwurrciacLow4nTs

Transmitting & Audio Tubes

Semiconductors
Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 Se Habla Espanol  We Export

760-744-0700  800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
Email:

rfp@rfparts.com
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Swiss Army Knife of
??Fmof F Broadcasting!!!

1w...if FRI. 1.01.141

MIcTEI - 11411c/Line to Telephone Interface
D Outputs & Inputs for telephone handset, cellular

phone or balanced line level at up to +10dBm.

D. Operates up to 36+ hours on two 9V alkaline batteries.

D User-switchable, internal limiter prevents clipping.

D External power input with battery backup.

D Individual gain controls for send, receive and phones.

GEt info on this E
otnEr grEat rEmotc
products a: wwvv.circuitwerkEs.com

1 KW
1 KW

2 KW
3 KW
5 KW
7+HD
7+HD
10 KW
10 KW
10 KW
14+5 KW
25 KW
30 KW
35 KW
50 KW

1 KW
5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
10 KW
10 KW
12 KW

ranscom
orporation

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM "RANSMITTERS
2007 'rown FM1000A (new), solid state
2007 3rown FM1000E (new), solid state
2007 rown FM2000E (new), solid state
1996 Henry 30000-95, single phase
2000 3ontinental 815C, solid state
2005 Harris Z16HDC IBOC, solid state
2005 Harris Z16HDC IBOC, solid state
2001 CCA 10,1000G, single phase
1986 Continental 816R -1A
2001 Henry 10,000D-95
2005 BE Fmi1405 (IBOC) HD, solid state
1989 Continental 816R -3B
1988 BE FM30A
1986 BE FM35A
1982 Harris Combiner w/auto

exciter -transmitter switcher
USED MATRANSMITTERS

1996 Continental 314D, solid state
1982 Harris MW5A
1987
1986
1983
1985
2000

EXCITERS
*New* 30 W synthesized exciters
Used Harris Digit Exciter

NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
Special Discount Pricing On.
VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 101W)
TV STL

Harris MW5B
Harris SX5A, single phase
Nautel Ampfet 10, solid state
Continental 316F
Nautel XL12, solid state

USED MISC. EQUIPMENT
Denon 720R cassette, NEW
Sole Voltage Reg. 60hz 1 KVA
s -phase
Marti STL 10 System
Marti STL 15 System

Please visit our web site, wwwfmamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 230, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-E454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

MOORETRONIX
BROAD( AS1 h INDUS TRIAI (II( I R()%1(

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available. the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.

Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Each module comes with connectors. pins and
instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

The Ultimate IBOC Receiver/Translator
Designed to accommodate "full envelope" baseband signals
(IBOC and analog), Fanfare's new age receiver/translator, the
TRO-1, is fully self-cortained and does not require an IBOC
exciter. In fact, it arrives ready for full deployment under all
existing FM modulation forms. The TRO-1 offers considerable
versatility requiring only connection to the receiving antenna
and a linearized PA.

At the heart of the TRO design is patented NTP-based
technology, which enables the TRO to establish a noise floor
that is often below normal measure. Such significant noise
reduction manifests itself in significantly increased sensitivity
and adjacent noise rejection.

fcmfcate fm
PO Box 386 Lancaster hY 14086
Website "www.in6tefin.con;"

1-800-268-8637
mx- 866-791-7443

Email "prorinb@i5n&refrn.00177'.
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Audio -Po

AVAILABLE 10-08

Finally, a Microphone ON -OFF controller

with built in pre -amp and an integrated stereo

headphone amplifier. The Audio -Pod System

consists of from 1 to 4 Audio -Pod Modules and 1

Power Supply Module which can power up to 4

Audio -Pod modules. The Audio -Pod modules and

power supply measure only 5.1" W X 5.2" L X 2.2' H.

The Audio -Pod modules can be table top mounted

or recessed into the work surface using an optional

mounting bezel. There are too many features to

mention in this small ad space. so please visit us on

the web for details and pricing on the Audio -Pod

System and many other innovative products for the

broadcaster.

www.dmengineenng.com

Engineers a_9.1

2174 Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 93010
805-987-7881 800-249-0487

1/40
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Pro

DA79S Digital
Audio Analyzer

Now You
Cdr Solve

Digital Audio
Problems!

We Can Help!
1.605.339.0100
1.800.736.2673

sales@sencore.com

www.sencore.com/products/da795.htm

nott ltd
3801 1.a hate Hwy
Farmington. \ %1 87401

M W-327-5646
hi 505-325-1142

Folded Unipole

Antennas

Detuning
Systems

Gilastat
Lighnimg

Dissipation
Systems

Nello Towers

Radian/Rohn
Towers

www.nottltd.com

info@nottltd.com

gator
nd

Now included:
3 -second USGS Terrain
Block Level census data
The Antenna Structure Registry Database
One set of National Geographic TOPO' Maps

Things are no longer locked together With
multiple monitors, move the job control, station
table, and other tool
boxes to one screen
then, expand the map
to full size on another.
The map is now a
resizable rectangle

It is easier than ever
to keep your clients
informed or to create
your FCC engineering
exhibits. Just create the contours and show
the cities put some labels and arrows on to
identify everything, save map to clipboard,
and paste it into your word processing program.
You can also export the contours as KML files
to display on Google Earth.

Our White/Gray tool is the latest development
in the program. We try to give our clients the
tools they need and have requested

011-
riSoftware, Inc.

u. ngin,ng roofs

alex@wyAvsfsoftware.com

352-367-1700

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

,..,,,,,..-",,,,."..m-

.

Professional software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.

4 Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM. ITU-R P.1546-1,
PTP. FCC and others with Probe 3 Thl

0 Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommanderTM
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2TM

Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain-3Dru

V"t'oft The leader in broadcast
s" s" ""'N" engineering consulting

software

www.v-soft.corn 800 743-3684

Coming in the October issue of

Radlo
Facility Showcase

Inside Clear Channel New York
Trends in Technology

Alternate -use Antennas
4 Managing Technology
Bullet-proof Facilities
I Field Reports
Vorsis AP -1000 & Ultrasone 750
4 New Products
Some from NAB Radio and AES
I Tech Tips
The Inside Answers
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888-889-2958 ,706

SONIFEX
rrr, of Audio Broadcast Equipment

Do You Give A **** About Bad
Language On Your Station Output?
Then you need a Sonifex Redbox RB-PD2 Stereo
Profanity Delay
 Up to 55 seconds of delay available in user defined

dump segments.
 Automatic delay creation ramp -up and ramp -down algorithms.
 Flashcard slot for dump playback of jingles.

Full remote and serial control.

Visit our website for details:
..s.w.sonilex.co.ukiredbox

IBC 2008, A, -dam
12-16 Sept 2008
Come and see us at
Stand: 8.E61

94j).u2s

--..1" ...._T

IN DE P E N DEN AUSIO

T: 207 773 2424
E: info@independentaudio.com
www.independentaudio.com

Your #1 Source
For Quality

Used Radio Broadcast
Equipment

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
www.baycountry.com

or call and we'll fax it to you.
All equipment sold with a 15 day return gurantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph 877-722-1031  Fax 443-596-0212
www.baycountry.com  email sales@baycountry.com

ENTER TO WI .
15t Annual Radio Excellence Award

REASONS TO ENTER:
* Recognition of your work from your peers, Radio magazine readers.
* Your facility will be featured in the December issue of Radio magazine.
* Winners are announced in the March NAB issue.
* Winners receive yearlong exposure at RadioMagOnline.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
* Visit RadioMagOnline.com
* Questions? Contact Erin Shipps at erin.shipps@penton.ccm or 913-967-1786.

This is a small ad for a

GREAT
RADIO AUTOMATION
SOFTWARE
with a small price, too!

Get your free demo today:

www.radiocube.com

We beat the competition.

Software for
Station Operators and DJ s

FCC Certified
fM Stereo Transmitters

=

GET OH-THE-IIIR, STAY OH -THE -MR!

V SO'N RF output continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to install!
What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was thsigned with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more trips to the tower site! Plus the PX50 is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX50) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the PX50 from Ramsey!

' - - THE ORIGINAL-
"STITTION-M-fl-BOX"

Since the introduction of our
Station -In -A -Box -hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy-

ment rrArrriations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes Quick deployment antennas with LMR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on the air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Box- from Ramsey!

ramsey
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS, LLC

www.ramseybroadcast.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

Acoustics First.
,. ,. 888.765-2900
Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate Noise"'
http://www.acousticsfirst.com

HELP WANTED

SCOTTY, WE NEED WARP SPEED NOW!

A growing enterprise, Sovereign
City Communications, LLCTM seeks
a Chief Broadcast Engineer to over-
see our new, state-of-the-art facili-
ties. The successful candidate must
have experience in network radio
and in start-up situations. A working
knowledge and/or experience with
Axia, Audio Vault and Music Master
broadcast systems a plus. Ideal can-
didate is 1/3 MacGyver, 1/3 Scotty,
1/3 Einstein. Minimum 3-5 years ex-
perience preferred. Sovereign City is
an equal opportunity employer. Sub-
mit resume to: jobs@acoveity.com

legeltIGrieatt
Communications

Employee owned Eagle Communications, Inc./
CHIEF ENGINEER/ 4 station cluster/ St. Joseph,

Missouri. Benefits include ESOP, 401K, health,
dental, and life insurance. Oversight... all aspects
of broadcast engineering, including, but not limited

to AM/FM transmitters and directional AM, RF, au-

dio chain and infrastructure. Resumes/history to
Gary Exline at gary.exline@eagleradio.net/ eoe

Gel your own copy!
Each month. the
Radio Technology Leader
brings you the latest
must -read information
about radio broadcasting.

FCC Update
*Managing Technology
*Trends in Technology
*Facility Showcases
*Field Reports
New Products
RF Engineering

11.

To start your own FREE subscription, go
tll subscribe.RadioMagOnline.com?tcrrin6007

and complete the oral TODAY!
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Contributor
Pro -file

Meet the professionals who write
for Radio magazine.

This month:
Facility Showcase, page 54.

Russ Berger
President, Russ
Berger Design Group
Addison, TX

Berger's
experience in the studio
as musician, engineer and
owner gives him insight
as a consultant into all
aspects and phases of

facility design. He currently serves as
president of the National Council of
Acoustical Consultants. Berger has more
than 2,500 design projects to his credit,
including NPR headquarters, Whitney
Houston's personal studio, Sweetwater,
NFL Films headquarters and Sony Music.
Berger is also Radio magazine's technical
consultant on broadcast acoustics.
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Written for radio professionals
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LBA Technology
Logitek
Mediatouch
Mooretronix
Moseley Associates
Musicam USA
NagraUSA
Nautel Electronics
NKK Switches
Nott Ltd.
OMB America
Omnirax
Orban
Powergold
Prism Media Products
PTEK

Radio Design Labs
Radio Systems
Radiocube
RAM Broadcast Systems
Ramsey Electronics
RF Parts
RF Software, Inc.
Rode Microphones

69
81
70
76

9
43
60
82
73
53
81

3
1

57
51
44
47
71
52
11

23
80
29
30
81
19
33
72
75
15
82
55
61
59
75
31
83
22

+359-56-820027
800-249-0487
310-322-2136

Advertiser
Website

www.acousticsfirst.com
www.adam-audio.com

www.aeqbroadcast.com
www.altronic.corn

www.armstrongtx.com
www.arrakis-systems.com
www.audemat-aztec.com

www.aptx.com
www.audioscience.com

877-722-1031 www.baycountry.com
888-BSIUSA1 www. bsiusa .com
604-684-3140 www. burl i .com
352-335-6555 www.circuitwerkes.com
800-345-8728 www.clearchannelsatellite.com
440-243-1100 www.coaxial.com
978-784-1717 www.comrex.com
800-733-5011 www.contelec.com

www.devabroadcast.com
www.dmengineering.com

www.ese-web.com
201-641-1200
800-268-8637
800.356-5844
888-438-7268
866-481-6696
800-622-0022
618-257-3000
626-355-3656
831-458-0552
800-348-5257
423-878-3141
310-327-1913
800-522-4454
800-231-5870
888-665-0501
800-300-0733
805-968-9621
732-739-5600
615-726-5191
902-823-2233
877-228-9655
505-327-5646
305-477-0973
800-332-3393
510-351-3500
800-870-0033

www.eventide.com
www.fanfarefm.com

www.fullcompass.com
www.google.com/ads/asaudio

www. g ra ha m -stud ios . com
www. broadcast. ha rri s com/radio

www.heilsound.com
www. hen ryeng .com

www. inovon .com
www. kayind .com

www.kintronic.com
www. kowa-usa .com
www. Lbag roup. corn

www. log itekaud io . com
www.omt.net

www. mooretron ix . com
www. moseleysb. com

www.musicamusa.com
www. nag ra usa . corn

www.nautel.com
rm.nkksmartswitch.com

www. nottltd . corn
www.omb.com

www.omnirax.com
www.orban.corn

www. powergold .com
+44-1223-424988 www.prismsound.com
888-889-2958 www. ptekpower. com
217-352-3498 www. rd i net.com

38-39 856-467-8000 www.radiosystems.com
83 +49-89-3715645-0 www.radiocube.com
58 847-487-7575 WWW. r0 msyscom.com
83 800.446-2295 www. ra mseybroadcast. com
80 800-737-2787 www. rfparts. com
82 352-367-1700 www.rfsoftware.com

7 805-566-7777 www.rodemic.com
RSI 76 888-830-5648 www.rsicorp.com
Sage Alerting Systems 65 914-872-4069 www. sagea lerti ngsystems . com
Sandies USA 74 215-547-2570 www.sandiesusa.com
SCMS, Inc 48 800-438-6040 www.scmsinc.com
Sencore 77, 82 800-736-2673 www.sencore.com
Shively Labs 49 888-SHIVELY www.shively.com
Sine Systems 52 615-228-3500 www.sinesystems.com
Sonifex 83 207-773-2424 www. son ifex. co. uk.com
Staco Energy 13 866-261-1191 www.StacoEnergy.com
Stream On 50 951-801-2309 www.streamon.fm
Strobe Tech 77 931-648-8414 www.strobetech.com
Telos Systems 27 216-241-7225 www.telos-systems.com
TieLine Technology 5 888-211-6989 www.tieline.com
Titus Technological Labs 74 800-806-8851 www.tituslabs.com
Transcom Corp. 81 800-441-8454 www.fmamtv.com
Urban Media B'casting Network.. 37 888-721-1522 www. umbn . net
Via Radio 72 321-242-0001 www.viaradio.com
V -Soft Communications 82 800-743-3684 www.v-soft.com
Wheatstone 2, 87, 88 252-638-7000 www.wheatstone.com

This index is a service to readers. Every effort is made to ensure accuracy, but Radio magazine cannot assume
responsibility for errors or omission,.
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Sample and Hold
The consumer electronics industry will see overall shipment

revenues top $ 1 73 billion in the United States in 2008, ac-

Association. The semi-annual U.S. Consumer Electronics
Sales and Forecast shows CE shipment revenues will grow
by 7.3 percent this year, reaching more than $183 billion
by 2009.

This latest forecast increases CEA's projection for 2008
shipment revenues, lost updated in January 2008, by $2
billion. Leading the way are digital displays, with shipment
revenues approaching $28 billion.

Providing greater perspective on the industry, the
mid -year edition of the U.S. Consumer Electron-
ics Sales & Forecast brings forward brand new
forecasts and analysis. Included for the first time
is a technology penetration forecast for U.S.
households. Leveraging CEA industry
forecasts and consumer research, this
analysis illustrates the maximum mar-
ket potential for core CE technolo-
gies. The forecast also features a
global perspective. In a joint
effort from CEA and GfK
research, worldwide
retail sales fore-
casts for 12 major
CE categories is in-
cluded adding insight
on global CE sales
volumes and growth.

Source: Consumer
Association

Do you
remember?

Professional recorders have come a long way
since the days of reels and tape. Now you can
take recorders with you pretty much wherever you
go and computer -based software makes editing
much easier. But in 1969, recorders like this

Metrotech 500-A were good options. This ad states
the longevity of this particular machine, which is
relevant as reel-to-reel machines were used well
into the 1990s, and I'll bet your station still has
something similar tucked away.

That was then
Burt Fisher is a world traveler. He has been to Egypt,

France, Scandinavia and Switzerland. He has seen
much of the world's history, but radio ties run deep in
his history. He sent us these photos
from the 1960s.

WOCB AM/FM
Cape Cod with
Burt and huge
16" transcription
turntables and
spotmaster carts,
circa 1967.

Burt at WOCB
with the owner's
(Wes Stidstone)
dachshund. Pictured
are a Gates 5kW
transmitter and
an RCA AM BTFIB
(he believes) in the
foreground. The
RCA transmitters
are I kW and 250W
(standby).

Burt at WOCB
.

I

with an
old TTY UPI
machine.
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MEET THE SQUARE
The Wheatstone E2 (E SQUARE) gives you the convenience of Ethernet audio without all the IP hassle. It

just knows. The built-in Setup Wizard lets you configure an entire system with just your browser and a
laptop. Unplug it when you're done and there's no PC between you and system reliability.

SQUARES are totally scalable: use one as a standalone 8x8 studio or transmitter site router, with browser
access from anywhere. Plug two together and have a standalone digital snake. Add a fanfree mix engine and
build yourself a studio using analog and digital I/O SQUAREs.

All the power is in the SQUARE. Distributed intel-
ligence replicates all configuration data to every unit.
Profanity delay and silence detection are done in the
SQUARE. Even virtual mixing (w/automatior protocol)
-it's in there; all with real front panel meters, 32
character status indicators and SNMP capability.

4D

88E DIGITAL ENGINE: Just plug an E -SERIES control surface or GLASS E
computer interface into this engine and get all the mixes, mic and signal
processing you need. Fanfree, so it can stay in the studio where it belongs.

Because the E2 system doesn't rely on a third party
GUI, tech support is straightforward (and 24/7). Like-
wise, system operation doesn't require external PCs for
continued full functionality. Best of all, 1 Gigabit protocol

eliminates the latency and channel capacity
restrictions associated with older technology.

E -SQUARE is Ethernet audio done RIGHT!

Studio 1

E -SERIES
control surface

www.wheatstone.com

ttutitttititti I -----
88D I/O: 8 digital inputs and outputs. You can headphone monitor and meter

any of the SQUARE's inputs or outputs in real time. The 32 character
display gives you all the information you need about your audio and
system configuration. And because you can operate in either 8 -channel
stereo or 16 -channel mono mode, 16 channels of metering are provided.

88A I/O: 8 analog inputs and outputs. You can bring a new SQUARE up in
seconds and of course use the front panel encoder for your X -Y control.
Front panel status LEDs gnie you continuous link, status, and bit rate
information as well as co-ifirmation of any GPIO activation

11111111 MIMI 7

88AD I/O: 4 analog plus 4 digital inputs and outputs-perfect for small

88 I/O CONNECTIONS: E- has both DB-25s for punchblock interface and
12.1-45s for point-to-point interface. All SQUAREs have 12 individually con-
figurable opto-isclated logic ports that can be either inputs or outputs.

STUDIOS DONE EASY!
digital engine

<-->M11111.111<--->
8x£ I/O

M.111114(--->
16x16 I/O

/1111111--->

standard

layer 3

Ethernet
switch

< >

8x8 I/O

digital engine

8x8 I/O

< - >



AIR WARRIOR

A modern air warrior needs all of the power and control he can
muster to bring to the battle. When it's you against the other guy,
the VORSIS AP -2000 has it ALL.

NOT AN ACE YET? The AP -2000 comes preloaded with over 70
presets tuned to do battle. Try a test flight with the latest VORSIS
31 -band digital processor-and
join the broadcast elite!

Wes Davis

Jim Hibbard

Owen Martin
Chip Morgan

Matt Lightner
Jim Loupas

Bruce Roberts
Floyd Turner

V./CMS/a R P-aoo

0 AP -2 000
DIGITAL SPECTRAL PROCESSOR
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